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ABSTRACT The advent of new cloud-based applications such as mixed reality, online gaming, autonomous
driving, and healthcare has introduced infrastructure management challenges to the underlying service
network. Multi-access edge computing (MEC) extends the cloud computing paradigm and leverages servers
near end-users at the network edge to provide a cloud-like environment. The optimum placement of services
on edge servers plays a crucial role in the performance of such service-based applications. Dynamic service
placement problem addresses the adaptive configuration of application services at edge servers to facilitate
end-users and those devices that need to offload computation tasks. While reported approaches in the
literature shed light on this problem from a particular perspective, a panoramic study of this problem reveals
the research gaps in the big picture. This paper introduces the dynamic service placement problem and
outline its relations with other problems such as task scheduling, resource management, and caching at
the edge. We also present a systematic literature review of existing dynamic service placement methods
for MEC environments from networking, middleware, applications, and evaluation perspectives. In the first
step, we review different MEC architectures and their enabling technologies from a networking point of
view. We also introduce different cache deployment solutions in network architectures and discuss their
design considerations. The second step investigates dynamic service placement methods from a middleware
viewpoint. We review different service packaging technologies and discuss their trade-offs. We also survey
the methods and identify eight research directions that researchers follow. Our study categorises the research
objectives into six main classes, proposing a taxonomy of design objectives for the dynamic service
placement problem. We also investigate the reported methods and devise a solutions taxonomy comprising
six criteria. In the third step, we concentrate on the application layer and introduce the applications that can
take advantage of dynamic service placement. The fourth step investigates evaluation environments used
to validate the solutions, including simulators and testbeds. We introduce real-world datasets such as edge
server locations, mobility traces, and service requests used to evaluate the methods. We compile a list of
open issues and challenges categorised by various viewpoints in the last step.

INDEX TERMS Mobile edge computing, decentralised cloud, MEC server, service caching, service
offloading, computational offloading, service deployment, resource management, service orchestration.

I. INTRODUCTION
The ever-growing number of mobile devices (e.g., smart-
phones, wearable gadgets, drones and connected vehicles)
broadens the diversity of cloud-based applications within
domains such as smart cities, industry 4.0, healthcare and
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cooperative driving. Cisco predicted nearly 300 billion
mobile applications to be downloaded by 2023 [1]. Along
with the thriving range of new and diverse services, the
expectations towards immersive quality of experience (QoE)
are also increasing, putting centralised mobile cloud com-
puting environments under pressure since linearly increasing
computational resources in cloud computing ecosystems can-
not fulfil this demand. Additionally, the Ericsson Mobility
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Report [2] forecasts that global total mobile data traffic
will increase from 33 EB per month at the end of 2019 to
164EB per month in 2025. The related performance require-
ments include the support of up to 1000 times higher data
volumes, data rates up to 10 Gb/s, very low service level
latency below 5ms, ubiquitous communicating things and
mass connectivity supporting 300,000 devices within a single
cell, ultra-high reliability of 99.999% (i.e., five-nine avail-
ability) and reduced energy consumption by 90% [3], [4].
As a result, core network limitations will challenge the con-
ventional centralised mobile cloud computing models since
mobile applications use up-links to connect to a central cloud
data centre via a backhaul network. One potential solution to
these challenging requirements is to transfer computations to
centralised clouds, which can be burdened by many issues,
such as network congestion and privacy policies. This has
driven the birth of multi-access edge computing (MEC).

A. MEC ENVIRONMENT
Prior to MEC, there have been some similar computing
concepts, for example, mobile cloud computing (MCC),
cloudlet, and Fog computing. MCC combines cloud com-
puting, mobile computing, and wireless communication net-
works, thus enabling developers and service providers to
support more complex applications by moving the computing
capabilities and data storage away from mobile devices and
into the cloud [5]. However, MCC suffers from considerable
disadvantages, e.g., low scalability, high latency, privacy and
security issues, and extreme burden on limited bandwidth.
As the first edge computing concept, cloudlet [6] refers to a
trusted and resource-rich computer or a cluster of computers
located in a strategic location at the network edge and well
connected to the Internet. The primary purpose of cloudlet
is to extend cloud computing to the network edge and sup-
port resource-constrained mobile users in running resource-
intensive and interactive applications. The WiFi connection
between users and cloudlets can be a severe drawback. In par-
ticular, users cannot access cloudlets in the long-distance and
use both WiFi and cellular connection simultaneously [7],
i.e., users have to switch between the mobile network and
WiFi when they use cloudlet services. Fog computing, a term
put forward by Cisco in 2012, refers to the extension of cloud
computing from the core to the network edge, reducing the
amount of data needed to transfer to the central cloud [8].
Fog computing plays an essential role in many use cases
and applications [8], e.g., smart cities, connected vehicles,
smart grid, wireless sensor and actuator networks, smart
buildings, and decentralised smart building control. However,
a Fog node cannot act as a self-managed cloud data centre
and needs the support of the cloud. The cloudlet and Fog
computing are similar in that cloudlets, and Fog nodes are
not integrated into the mobile network architecture. Thus Fog
nodes and cloudlets are commonly deployed and owned by
private enterprises.

The mobile edge computing industry specification group
(MEC ISG) of the European telecommunications standards

institute (ETSI) initiated the MEC concept in 2014. As a
complement of the C-RAN architecture, MEC aims to unite
the telecommunication and IT cloud services to provide the
cloud-computing capabilities within radio access networks
in the close vicinity of mobile users [9]. To reap additional
benefits of MEC with heterogeneous access technologies,
e.g., 4G, 5G,WiFi, and fixed connection, ETSI ISG officially
changed the name of mobile edge computing to mean multi-
access edge computing. After this scope expansion, edge
servers (MEC servers) can be deployed by the network oper-
ators at various locations within RAN and/or collocated with
different elements of the network edge, such as base-stations
(eNB in 4G and gNB in 5G), optical network units, radio net-
work controller sites, andWiFi access points. This transforms
the edge to better facilitate communication functionalities
and computation, caching, and control services. MEC can
offer an ultra-low latency environment using intermediate
edge servers that reduce user-cloud data exchange and ser-
vice access latency, enabling service providers to deliver a
higher quality of service (QoS). The edge servers also provide
multi-tenancy andmulti-service facilities compatible with the
micro-service architectural style. For example, consider a
mobile user who sends an image to a cloud-based data centre
requesting a foreign language translation [10]. Although the
user may benefit from extensive computation resources of
the cloud, the long distance between the user and the data
centre will result in a noticeable delay as well as consuming
backhaul network bandwidth. Placing such services in edge
servers close to users will reduce service response time,
distribute the processing load of the cloud, and reduce core
network traffic. Two MEC environment characteristics sug-
gest that service placement should be dynamic. First, edge
servers cannot host all possible services for their resource
constraints. Second, demand patterns are non-stationary/not
known apriori, whichmeans demand is subject to change over
time and space as the locations of mobile users change [11].
Service placement decisions should be dynamic and change
over time because both demand and consumer proximity to
server locations change [12].

B. DYNAMIC SERVICE PLACEMENT
Dynamic service placement refers to an adaptive configura-
tion of services, including libraries and data stores, on edge
servers to facilitate mobile users offloading their tasks to an
appropriate edge server [13]. Generally, each service can be
cached in multiple edge servers, and each server can host
multiple services up to its resource limitations. Besides, all
services are placed in the cloud [14]. When a service request
from a mobile user arrives at an edge server, the server will
respond to the user immediately if it has cached the service.
Otherwise, it will forward the request to a nearby edge server
or the cloud. An edge server can also download the whole
service and process it locally [15].

The dynamic service placement problem can be divided
into three sub-problems. The first is service caching, which
focuses on deciding which services should be placed in a
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particular edge server. The second is resource allocation,
which deals with managing the available resources in an edge
server. The third is task forwarding (offloading), in which a
decision has to be made as to which one of the edge servers or
the cloud is responsible for computing the requested service.

Dynamic service placement introduces several challenges.
First, the spatio-temporal demand pattern for a service is
unknown since users are mobile and their interests change,
while the switching cost of activating and deactivating ser-
vices cannot be ignored. Second, the resources at an edge
server are limited compared to those in data centres. Third,
application services are heterogeneous along multiple dimen-
sions. For instance, applications may have different QoS
requirements. The sizes of application services (as containers
or virtual machines) are unlikely to be equal. Moreover,
differing input/output data sizes for services can affect the
placement performance. Finally, the edge servers are man-
aged by different administrative domains, following different
goals and possible conflicts of interest.

C. RELATED SURVEYS
Several related survey papers have been published in recent
years. We review these surveys and classify them into
three groups. The first group includes the works investi-
gating service placement problems in distributed computing
paradigms.We summarise the key enhancements of our paper
compared to these surveys. The second group consists of
works that review related problems such as computational
offloading, task scheduling, service migration, VM manage-
ment, resource management (allocation and provisioning),
content caching, and security in an edge computing paradigm.
Finally, the last group is dedicated to aMEC environment and
covers a more extensive scope by studying a wide range of
issues.

D. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper presents a systematic literature review of dynamic
service placement in a MEC environment. We address the
following five research questions by adopting the layered
conceptual model of distributed systems (i.e., network, mid-
dleware, and application layers).
RQ1: What is the effect of networking technologies on

dynamic service placement solutions? We review the litera-
ture from the network layer perspective investigate different
aspects of MEC architecture. We also study the enabling
technologies, including software defined networking, net-
work function virtualisation (NFV), information-centric net-
working (ICN), and network slicing. Finally, we explore
different cache deployment solutions in 5G MEC, such
as heterogeneous networks (HetNet), cloud radio access
networks (C-RAN), and heterogeneous cloud radio access
networks.
RQ2: What are the current research directions in dynamic

service placement?We identify eight research directions that
influence the system model of dynamic service placement
methods and introduce different aspects of these directions.

RQ3: What is the taxonomy of dynamic service placement
methods?We devise the taxonomy of design objectives based
on the six classes of design goals that we identify. Besides,
we propose a taxonomy of solutions including six different
criteria and review the works based on them.
RQ4: Which category of applications can benefit from

dynamic service placement?We review theQoS requirements
of applications. Then, survey several application scenarios
that can benefit from dynamic service placement.
RQ5: What are the current research validation/evaluation

methods? We introduce the performance evaluation metrics
used, then analyse different evaluation environments used in
dynamic service placement. We also survey some of the real-
world data used in the literature.

Finally, we describe several open issues and challenges
from the network, middleware, application layer viewpoints,
and evaluation methods.

E. SCOPE AND DOMAIN
This systematic literature review focuses on research pub-
lished on dynamic service placement in MEC environments,
emphasising MEC (edge) servers. The following topics are
included/excluded.

Included subjects:

• Service caching in edge servers.
• Edge server resource allocation.
• Service offloading: Computational offloading is a
widely-used term and has rich literature reviews. In this
work, we concentrate on an area that has received less
attention by reviewing the works that support single
application multiple users (SAMU) as well as multiple
application multiple users MAMU) based on the pro-
posed tenancy classification of distributed systems [16].

Excluded subjects:

• User device to user device offloading: We do not cover
device to device offloading and refer interested readers
to [17]–[21], which provide a broad insight into compu-
tational offloading.

• Static service/application placement: The demand
pattern of services in the MEC environment is non-
stationary and not known apriori. Additionally, the ever-
changing network conditions and limited edge server
resources can only be addressed in dynamic service
placement. Hence, we excluded static service placement,
and application deployment works.

• Content caching: Service placement and content caching
have several distinguished differences. First, content
caching mainly concerns a storage resource, while ser-
vice placement considers the storage and focuses on
other computing resources such as processing and mem-
ory. The edge server that hosts a service has a con-
straint on how many service requests it can serve [13].
Second, requesting a service consumes non-negligible
energy, whereas accessing content consumes a negli-
gible amount of energy [15]. Third, dynamic service
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FIGURE 1. An overview of the paper structure.

placement methods aim at improving different service
quality metrics. Fourth, the cache update cost is usually
omitted in content caching methods [15], which is not
the case in dynamic service placement. Finally, task
sharing among servers [22], [23] and service chaining
make dynamic service placement a distinctive problem.
The costs of service access and cache update coupled
with the interplay between the available services in the
cache and the computing capacity at the base stations
make the service caching and task-assignment policies
more challenging to design. Yao et al. [24] provide a
thorough analysis of the content caching problem on
mobile edge computing.

F. PAPER STRUCTURE
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: The next
section introduces some of the main decentralised computing
paradigms, preliminary concepts and defines the dynamic
service placement problem. In Section III, similar surveys are
reviewed, and differences are highlighted. The systematic lit-
erature review method used is described in Section IV, while
dynamic service placement is discussed from the network
layer, middleware layer, and application layer perspectives
in Sections V, VI, and VII, respectively. Section VIII has
dedicated to evaluation methods, and Section IX describes
open issues. Finally, Section X concludes the paper. Figure 1
shows the paper structure overview, and Table 1 shows the list
of abbreviations used in the rest of the paper.

II. CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
This section briefly reviews some of the leading cloud
computing-related paradigms with undeniable overlaps,

which hinders a specific definition for each of them due
to diverse applications and use cases of these paradigms.
Then, we the define dynamic service placement problem
and explain its challenges and research directions. Finally,
we review related concepts to the service placement problem.

A. CLOUD COMPUTING-RELATED PARADIGMS
Cloud computing is a model that promotes on-demand net-
work access to shared computing resources, which are avail-
able in large data centres [5]. These centralised data centres
offer infrastructure, platforms, and software as services that
users can employ according to their needs. On-demand pro-
visioning avoids fixed assignment that causes over or under
resource provisioning.

Mobile computing offers processing capabilities using
mobile, portable, and resource-constrained devices
(e.g., laptops, tablets and smartphones) to provide pervasive
and context-aware applications [25]. These mobile devices
can be integrated into cloud data centres to form MCC envi-
ronments, where there is a central entity that provides richer
computing resources and introduces higher latency [26].
Similarly, cloudlet computing deploys small data centres
(i.e., cloudlets), typically one hop away from mobile devices.
These devices can decide to offload their computing tasks
to closer cloudlets when needed [27]. Alternatively, Mobile
Ad-hoc Cloud Computing proposes to form highly dynamic
mobile clouds from the integration of mobile devices through
ad-hoc networks. These dynamic clouds support networking,
storage, and computing [28].

Mobile Edge Computing / Multi-access Edge Com-
puting provides computing and storage resources to nearby
resource-constrained mobile devices (Figure 2). It provides
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TABLE 1. List of acronyms.

FIGURE 2. Three layers of MEC architecture.

on-demand elastic access to a shared pool of reconfigurable
computing resources and interactions to nearby mobile users
with minimal management effort and service provider inter-
vention in wireless access networks [29]. This paradigm
aims to enhance QoS by offering ultra-low latency environ-
ments, which reduce user-cloud data exchange and service
access latency. Another characteristic of MEC is the seamless

FIGURE 3. An overview of Fog computing environment [33].

integration of multiple application service providers and
vendors toward mobile subscribers, making this computing
paradigm an essential component in the 5G architecture [30].
The utilisation of MEC servers distributed across network
areas differentiates MEC from cloud computing that relies
on centralised data centres [29]. It is also different from
the mobile cloud computing paradigm that combines cloud
computing, mobile computing, and wireless networks and
relies on cloud infrastructure to manage ample storage and
processing of mobile devices [29].

Fog computing bridges the gap between centralised cloud
and end devices (e.g., IoT devices) by enabling comput-
ing, storage, networking, and data management from cloud
data centres for network nodes within the vicinity of IoT
devices [8], [31]. The geographic distribution of such capabil-
ities minimises an application’s latency and power consump-
tion while improving its flexibility and security compared
to the traditional cloud. IEEE Standards Association adapts
Fog computing reference architecture provided by OpenFog
Consortium through IEEE 1934 [32]. Figure 3 illustrates an
overview of a Fog computing environment.

Edge Computing enhances the management, storage,
and processing power of connected devices (i.e., static and
mobile) through small data centres closer to end-users [34].
The main difference between edge and Fog computing is
that edge computing limits the computing at the local net-
work where devices are deployed. Fog computing is hier-
archical and provides computing, storage, networking, and
data management anywhere from cloud data centres to user
devices [35]. MEC extends mobile computing through edge
computing. It provides processing and storage resources near
low energy and low resource mobile devices [9].Mist Com-
puting [36] and Cloud of Things [37] are similar paradigms
that propose dispersed computing at the extreme edge, where
static and mobile IoT devices act as thin servers and thin
clients in fully distributed architectures. The main difference
between mist computing and the cloud of things is that IoT
devices form a virtualised cloud infrastructure in the latter.

B. DYNAMIC SERVICE PLACEMENT PROBLEM
In a MEC environment, user devices are connected to MEC
enabled base stations using different access technologies and
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FIGURE 4. Application services in MEC paradigm.

request application services. These base stations (e.g., macro
cell (eNB), small-cell (SCeNB), or femtocell (HeNB)) are
equipped with edge servers (MEC servers) that host appli-
cation services. The edge servers have limited computational
resources compared to a cloud data centre; thus, they can only
host a limited number of application services. Unfulfilled user
requests are redirected to a cloud data centre via a backhaul
network (Figure 4).

Figure 5 shows the main functional elements of MEC
reference architecture designed by ETSI [38]. The MEC
design comprises a host level and a system level. The host-
level includes the virtualisation infrastructure manager, MEC
platform manager, and MEC host entities. The virtualisation
infrastructure manager is responsible for the lifecycle of vir-
tual resources as well as failures. TheMEC platformmanager
manages the MEC host and its running MEC applications.
The MEC host is comprised of MEC applications, MEC
platform, and visualisation infrastructure.MEC platform sup-
ports MEC applications using service registry, traffic rules
control, and DNS handling, while virtualisation infrastruc-
ture provides the required computing, storage, and network
resources. At theMEC system level,MECOrchestratormain-
tains a global view of the MEC system, including services,
applications, and resources. It also manages (instantiate, relo-
cate and terminate) MEC applications. The operations sup-
port system provides the required functionalities for MEC
service providers to communicate with devices and third
party customers.

Initially, the application services are deployed in cloud
infrastructure. However, they can be redeployed or migrate
to the edge servers at the user proximity for several reasons,
including stringent QoS requirements, considerable round
trip time to the cloud, and reduced backhaul network traf-
fic [39]. The resource limitations of edge servers and BSs
hinder the deployment of all the services in an edge server.
The BSs have limited bandwidth to serve the mobile users,
and the edge servers have to allocate their valuable process-
ing, memory, and storage resources in an optimumway. Some
of these resources can be shared among the requests of a
single service, and some of them are not shareable and require

FIGURE 5. Multi-access Edge Computing framework [38].

different allocation models. Another issue is the heterogene-
ity of edge servers in terms of their resources and their OS
platforms. Finally, the coverage areas of BSs can overlap,
which can be advantageous for mobile users located in the
overlapped area to communicate with the one that provides
a better link quality, but this introduces further issues for a
controlling entity to manage the connection.

In this environment, dynamic service placement refers to
the process of adaptive configuration of these services in
edge servers. The main goals of dynamic service placement
are to improve QoS, optimise resource utilisation, maximise
throughput, maximise revenue, or combine these objects in
the form of utility maximisation.

In a typical scenario, a user device requests an application
service from its connected base station. The MEC enabled
base station can fulfil the request providing that the requested
service is cached in the MEC host component of the edge
server. Otherwise, the edge server has to decide whether to
forward the request to another MEC enabled base station or
forward the request to a cloud data centre. The edge server
decides which service to cache according to the received
service requests and the characteristics of the services con-
sidering its limited computing resources. We can split the
dynamic service placement problem into three sub-problems:
service caching, resource allocation, and request forwarding.

1) SERVICE CACHING
Edge servers can cache several application services to reduce
application latency [40] and backhaul traffic. The caching
includes a service instance that is generally based on virtu-
alisation technologies. In [41], service caching is defined as
pre-storing required programs, libraries, and data to facilitate
an edge server to run the computational task requested by a
user device. The following questions need to be answered for
the service caching sub-problem.

• Which service has to be cached? Service caching has
costs and benefits. The caching costs of a service
instance include rental costs of the edge server resources
and the amount of bandwidth used to download a service
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instance from a cloud data centre. The size of a service
instance depends on the utilised virtualisation technol-
ogy (e.g., VM, container, function). It also depends on
the size of its executable part, required libraries, and data
stores. The main benefits of caching a service instance
are reducing user-perceived latency, reducing backhaul
traffic, and increasing revenue which implies that QoS
requirements, the size of input/output data of service,
and service revenue play an influential role alongside the
service demand. To cache high demand services helps
compensate for the caching cost, but it is challenging
since demand patterns of these services are usually not
known/non-stationary and changes both spatially and
temporally.

• Where to place a service instance? The demand patterns
of services change based on location and time. Some
recent work [42] use ideas such as to cache services in
edge servers based on geographical locations (location-
based services), or to cache services based on users’
interest, assuming that users in the same place are likely
to request similar services in the near future [42].

• How many service instances are required to meet the
optimum operational costs? On the one hand, edge
servers have limited computing resources, and on the
other hand, service instances may face failure. The fail-
ure of those service instances with strict hard real-time
QoS guarantees (e.g., cooperative driving) is a severe
problem investigated in [43], [44].

• When the current configuration of services has to be
reconsidered? The question targets the timing of service
caching decisions. One approach suggests that caching
decisions to be taken at certain medium-term intervals.
An alternative is an event-based caching decision, e.g.,
receiving a certain number of service requests.

2) RESOURCE ALLOCATION
The edge servers have to allocate three groups of resources
to host and execute the user-requested services. The first
group is the computational resources, including memory,
disk storage, and CPU. Some of these resources can be
shared among service requests. For example, once a service
instance is placed in the disk storage of an edge server,
all the requests for this service can use it. But, the CPU
resource (e.g., a CPU core) cannot be used simultaneously
by multiple requests since each request is executed sepa-
rately. The second group is networking resources such as
bandwidth andwireless communication channels. Finally, the
last group is the budget/monetary resource for renting an edge
server.

In the lack of required computational resources to host
new services, the edge server has to decide whether to
remove a previously hosted service instance to host a new
one or not. Several criteria are proposed in the literature,
including the least recently used and the least popular
service.

3) SERVICE REQUEST FORWARDING
Request forwarding deals with a case in which an edge
server does not host the requested service and decides
whether to route the request to another base station or the
cloud. The decision has to consider computation and band-
width capacities [45] to orchestrate the request workload
and balance other edge servers’ load. Besides, edge servers
can use the information about the cached services in their
adjacency.

C. DYNAMIC SERVICE PLACEMENT CHALLENGES IN MEC
1) MOBILITY AND SERVICE DEMAND PATTERN
The user mobility and time-variant population of users nearby
a MEC enabled base station make estimations of the future
volume of service demands complicated. Althoughmodelling
of human mobility pattern is a topic of research for many
years, erratic human mobility hinders accurate predictions of
user locations.

Understanding the patterns of service demands plays
a decisive role in the performance of dynamic service
placement solutions, which is challenging due to user
mobility, location-based user interests in particular services
(i.e., location-based services), and time-based interests
according to service usage (e.g., rush hour traffic routing
services). Many researchers assume service demands fol-
low a stochastic process, but occasionally large crowds may
gather in a particular area during sports matches, concerts,
or protests, leading to bursty user demands [46].

2) RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS
Edge servers have limited computational resources compared
to a cloud data centre, making the selection of candidate
services placed in an edge server challenging. Additionally,
application providers have a limited budget to rent edge server
resources; therefore, the revenue of each service has to be
considered in the placement decision.

3) SERVICE HETEROGENEITY
Applications are heterogeneous as they have different
resource demands and priority levels, which must be consid-
ered to enhance users’ experience and support critical appli-
cations. Placement approaches must conciliate both sides
(i.e., providers and applications) to provide services in a way
that satisfies both. Application services with different QoS
requirements and characteristics introduce new challenges to
the dynamic service placement problem. To name a few, some
applications are delay-sensitive andmay require ultra-reliable
low-latency communications (URLLC). Some application
services are computation intensive. Some others require large
input/output data sizes. Besides, service instances sizes are
different. These characteristics impose challenges and com-
plicate any candidate placement solution. Finally, applica-
tion services have different inter-dependencies that cannot be
ignored in placement decisions.
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4) SCALABILITY
We identify two main scalability dimensions that service
placement mechanisms must address. The first dimension is
the number of MEC services. In the case of a large number of
application services, the placement approaches must explore
a large solution space and analyse a significant number of
demand patterns to find the optimal solution. The second
dimension is the number of edge servers which is influential
in centralised methods. Although the number of edge servers
in an urban area is limited, the computation complexity of the
optimisation techniques (e.g., graph colouring) in placement
methods may not scale to this limit.

5) SECURITY/PRIVACY/TRUST
AMEC environment faces various security and privacy issues
studied in [30], [47]. Inherently, these issues raise challenges
for dynamic service placement methods. The placement of
multiple application services on an edge server, storing users’
location/service usage, and third party ownership of edge
servers are some sample cases that can potentially introduce
security and privacy issues.

6) MULTIPLE ADMINISTRATIVE DOMAINS
Aside from mobile users, several stakeholders are involved
in a MEC environment, such as network operators (mobile
operators, core network/infrastructure operators, edge infras-
tructure providers), application service providers, third party
edge operators, and cloud operators. Additionally, different
administrative domains can manage each part of this envi-
ronment. For instance, different application service providers
manage edge servers. The conflict of interest between stake-
holders brings up collaboration, cooperation, or competition
challenges.

D. SIMILAR AND RELATED CONCEPTS
Different decentralised cloud computing paradigms share
several preliminary concepts. These conceptsmay overlap the
service placement problem due to the paradigms, application
scenarios, system architecture, and networking models.

1) COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
User devices are resource-constrained, indicating that they
have to offload part of their resource-intensive applica-
tions (e.g., VR, augmented reality (AR)) to other resource-
rich nodes to save energy and time. This is one of the
MCC paradigm’s motivations that enable cloud comput-
ing for mobile users [18]. However, MCC imposes various
limitations, such as additional load on the network (radio
and backhaul) and high latency. Offloading the computa-
tion in an edge computing environment is introduced to
address these limitations, consisting of three components.
The first component, known as application/task partitioning,
is responsible for deciding about one of three approaches:
local execution, partial offloading, or full offloading accord-
ing to various performance metrics. While this decision is

challenging in a dynamic and complex network of nodes,
the partitioning approach (either automatic program analysis
or programmer-specified partitioning) also introduces further
complications [20]. The second component deals with the
task allocation, comprising of three activities. The first is to
discover resource-rich nodes (e.g., edge servers) that can be
used for offloading. The second is task scheduling, in which
the partitioned tasks are assigned to the discovered nodes
to provide optimum performance. Finally, the last activity is
task placement. The last component manages different types
of resources. Other classifications of these activities are also
introduced in the literature [17] that answer questions such as:
Can the task be offloaded? When to offload the task? Where
to offload? What offloading policy will be adopted?

The main goal of computation offloading is to improve
applications’ performance and reduce user devices’ energy
consumption [17], [27], [48]. This goal reveals that computa-
tional offloading is generally from user devices to resource-
rich nodes [49]. It also indicates that a user device may
execute the application without the computation offloading
despite the excessive consumption of resources. Compared
to service placement, the service components are not neces-
sarily offloaded from user devices. These components can be
offloaded from the cloud to edge servers or any other Fog
layer nodes too. Besides, user devices cannot consistently
execute all the service components solely. Despite these dif-
ferences, service placement and computational offloading are
classified as optimisation problems, and they share similar
components such as task offloading and resource allocation.

2) TASK SCHEDULING
In a Fog computing environment, Alizadeh et al. [50] define
a job as a set of tasks where each task includes entering
the information into the system, processing the data, get-
ting access to some of the required software/infrastructures,
and possibly storing data in a resource-rich node while the
output returns to the user. The objective of a task sched-
uler is the optimum assignment of tasks to resources while
several influential parameters such as task deadline, waiting
time, input time, the cost for performing a job, and the
energy consumption of a resource for running a task take into
account [50]. In another definition [51], IoT (edge) services
can be decomposed into a set of tasks, several Fog nodes can
process each task, and the task scheduling problem in Fog
computing discovers an optimal assignment of these tasks to
Fog nodes.

In an edge computing environment, one of the differences
between task scheduling and service placement is that the
emphasis of the task scheduling problem is on the task
requests by providing an optimal assignment of the requests
to the Fog nodes that have been previously enabled to process
these task requests. In contrast, the service placement prob-
lem concentrates on deploying particular services in specific
nodes (e.g., edge server or Fog) that empower the nodes to
process the associated service requests.
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3) SERVICE MIGRATION
Service migration is considered essential to maintaining the
QoS for a user that moves throughout the network [52] by
moving the service to a nearby node and running the service in
the user’ proximity. Service migration plays an essential role
in user experience for seamless use of continuous services,
such as streaming services and stateful services, as the users
roam around the network. While some commonalities can
be found between service migration and service placement,
they differ from various points. The service migration can be
triggered by the mobility of a single, whereas, in dynamic
service placement, the significant changes in service demand
triggers the reconfiguration of services across edge servers.
Additionally, dynamic service placement methods consider
the service caching (copy/replication), whereas, in the service
migration, the services move to another node.

4) VM MANAGEMENT
Virtualisation technologies are widely used in edge comput-
ing. These technologies (e.g., VMs or containers) provide
valuable features such as platform independence, resource
abstraction, and isolation [53]. Tao et al. [53] introduce
placement and scheduling of VMs as one of the VM man-
agement aspects and is modelled as an optimisation problem
to optimise instantiating expenditure, response time, energy
consumption, and service providers’ revenue.

5) RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In an edge computing environment, the resource-constrained
nodes are geographically distributed across the network.
These nodes are designed to perform different tasks with var-
ious workloads. These complexities require efficient resource
management [16] that includes several modules such as
resource discovery, resource provisioning [54], resource
scheduling, resource allocation [55], and admission control.
These fundamental modules are further used to solve prob-
lems such as service placement.

6) CONTENT CACHING
Content caching refers to distributing content (e.g., videos) in
multiple servers [48], [56]. Similarly, website caching stores
web pages’ information reduces web browsing time [57].
The edge computing environment can benefit from content
caching and, in a more general category, ICN to reduce
access latency, backhaul traffic and offer better QoE. The
MEC nodes can be used as content caching nodes to store
popular contents frequently requested by users [24]. Content
caching and service caching have several commonalities.
However, it is worth noting that content caching strate-
gies can differ from service caching ones because of the
stored entity. Service caching stores application services
(i.e., encapsulated pieces of code) that perform atomic func-
tionalities. These functionalities require various resource
types (e.g., CPU and memory) that have to be considered
in the service caching strategy since they require different

resource usage and allocation models from content caching,
where storage is the central concern. For instance, if content is
cached on a node, the volume of requests for this content does
not affect the amount of allocated storage resource, while if
a service is cached on a node, the volume of requests for this
service has to be considered in the caching strategy.

III. RELATED SURVEYS
Several surveys have captured various aspects of the ser-
vice placement problem in different distributed comput-
ing paradigms. We categorise them into three groups. The
first group includes the research that addresses the ser-
vice placement problem in other computing paradigms than
MEC. In the second group, we review the works based on
related/similar problems in the MEC environment. Finally,
the last group comprises the research in the MEC envi-
ronment that covers a broader scope. Our work is the first
research that has fully dedicated to dynamic service place-
ment problem in the MEC environment to the best of our
knowledge.

A. SERVICE PLACEMENT SURVEYS
Wittenburg et al. [58] define the service placement problem
as finding the most suitable network node for service hosting.
A candidate service placement solution has to answer the
following four questions:

• Where to place a service instance?
• How many service instances should be deployed?
• When to adapt a service configuration?
• How to transfer the service state to another node?

The authors explore ten representative approaches for
service placement in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET)
to deal with service placement requirements by consid-
ering these objectives. The authors conclude that the
existing state-of-the-art does not include mechanisms to
address all the characteristics of the service placement
problem.

Ali et al. [59] envision service placement as one of the
essential features of future mobile communication networks
and survey service placement methods for these networks.
They consider the service placement task a k-median prob-
lem and a facility location problem and qualitatively assess
literature that solves these problems. The analysed works are
organised based on their strategies to deal with: centralised,
distributed, and hybrid placement. The centralised algorithms
make two assumptions: that the network topology is known
and that the cost of each connection is assigned. The authors
focus on three algorithms: random, greedy, and K-min. They
conclude that such algorithms rely on complete knowledge
about the topology and service client distribution, with poten-
tially limited scalability in dynamic networks because of the
large number of messages that need to be exchanged between
service participants. Distributed algorithms were introduced
to address the limitations introduced by centralisation. These
algorithms incrementally adjust the placement of services
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TABLE 2. Review of service placement surveys.

to optimise for particular objectives using local knowledge.
An identified problem with this type of algorithm is the
reduced reactiveness which may lead to sub-optimal solu-
tions. Hybrid mechanisms combine the two types of algo-
rithms to leverage the advantages of both approaches. The
authors identify that the existing proposals do not address the
single point of failure problem introduced by the centralised
approaches.

Raghavendra et al. [60] present a short survey of opti-
misation techniques for application module placement in
a Fog environment. They classify these optimisation tech-
niques to exact methods, heuristic methods, hybrid meth-
ods, and hyper-heuristic techniques. Then, they review the
Fog service placement methods based on different con-
trol parameters, including makespan time, cost, energy,
service deadline, fault tolerance, scalability and network
usage.

Brogi et al. [61] review the works that address opti-
mally placing application components based on different
(sometimes orthogonal) constraints in a Fog computing envi-
ronment. These works are analysed based on their applied
algorithms, the size of the test use cases, and the avail-
ability of the prototypes/experiments. They also analyse
the works based on their modelling perspective, includ-
ing functional and non-functional constraints and optimi-
sation metrics. However, the authors exclude research in
task offloading and do not study different networking tech-
nologies to support application placement in a Fog environ-
ment. The authors identify a few distributed methods for
the Fog application placement problem and propose that
devising decentralised/distributed methods may offer better
scalability and resilience in highly dynamic Fog infrastruc-
tures. Besides, they suggest designing a set of benchmark
examples to compare and contrast different solutions,
providing better insight into performance improvements
or degradation. Finally, they raise concerns over ignor-
ing the security considerations in most of their surveyed
methods.

Salath et al. [62] explore different service placement
methodologies and strategies in a Fog computing environ-
ment. The authors introduce an infrastructural model, appli-
cation model, and deployment pattern of Fog computing.
They define service placement as a mapping pattern by
which application components and links are mapped onto

FIGURE 6. Mapping application components to an infrastructure
graph [62].

an infrastructure graph, as depicted in Figure 6. The defined
service placement can be static in which the deployment
decision is made in compile-time, or it can be dynamic
where the decision is based on runtime information. The
authors provide a taxonomy of solutions based on control
plan design, placement characteristics (online vs offline),
system dynamicity, and mobility support. The authors con-
clude with open research challenges as future directions.
To our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive sur-
vey in the Fog service placement problem. To compare
this work with ours, both works introduce a taxonomy of
design objectives, a taxonomy of solutions, and research
directions. However, the difference is in the computing
paradigm, where they focus on Fog computing while our
work focuses on the MEC environment. Service placement
problem in Fog computing environment considers deploying
Fog-based applications by mapping application components
to network nodes including multiple Fog nodes and the
cloud infrastructure. In contrast, dynamic service placement
in a MEC environment concentrates on reconfiguring a
mobile cloud service among edge servers, including service
caching and service offloading (from cloud/user devices to
edge servers). Another enhancement of our work is inves-
tigating different service instance packaging technologies
and highlighting their key characteristics that influence the
dynamic service placement methods. We also study different
network technologies and their support for dynamic service
placement.

Table 2 highlights the contributions of different service
placement surveys.
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B. SURVEYS ON RELATED PROBLEMS IN EDGE
COMPUTING
1) COMPUTATION OFFLOADING
Computation offloading is a process that helps mobile
devices save energy and time by executing some of their
energy/computation-intensive tasks on resource-rich nodes
such as edge servers or the cloud.

Mach et al. [18] focus on computation offloading by
reviewing the works from three different viewpoints. The
first view concentrates on whether computation offloading
is profitable for end-users (e.g., energy, time). The answer
can be a local execution, partial offloading, or full offloading.
In the second view, the authors study the works based on the
efficiency in allocation computing resources. Finally, the last
view studies service continuity of the offloaded applications
as the end-users roam throughout the network.

Aazam et al. [63] present a taxonomy of task offloading
schemes that have been proposed for Fog, cloud comput-
ing, and IoT domains. They also include a discussion on
middleware technologies that have been designed to enable
offloading in cloud-IoT cases. Factors that are considered
when making offloading decisions are discussed. Typical
scenarios where offloading may be necessary are included.
The authors conclude with future research challenges that
need to be addressed to improve task offloading performance,
efficiency and reliability in Fog computing.

Wang et al. [19] introduce a new characterising model
for the computational offloading process. In their five-
dimensional model, they study offloading destination (sin-
gle vs multiple servers), offloading balance (offline vs
online), mobility of devices, offloading partition (static,
dynamic, or hybrid), and partition granularity (application,
task, or method level).

Lin et al. [20] study the challenges for computation
offloading in edge computing from application partitioning,
task allocation, and task execution perspectives. Then, they
investigate different application scenarios for computation
offloading, including video analytics, smart things, intelli-
gent vehicle applications, and cloud gaming. Finally, they
propose a programming model, offloading as a service, and
security/privacy as future directions.

Jiang et al. [17] present a literature review of computation
offloading and resource allocation approaches for edge com-
puting, supported by a presentation of several case studies.
The authors consider energy consumption minimisation, QoS
guarantees, and achieved QoE enhancements. In particular,
there is a focus on resource scheduling approaches, overhead
and system performance overhead, with limited analysis of
dynamic service placement.

Lin et al. [64] focus onmodelling for computation offload-
ing by studying the basic models, including the channel, com-
munication, and energy harvesting models. They analysed
different modelling methods such as (non-)convex optimisa-
tion, Markov decision process, game theory, Lyapunov opti-
misation, or machine learning. The analysis reveals that most

computational offloading models use the state-action model.
They argue that reinforcement learning-based schemes that
employ artificial intelligence have some advantages over oth-
ers due to the problem features such as high complexity, large
scale, and unpredictability.

Shakarami et al. [65] review the machine learning-based
computational offloading methods in MEC environments
and present their advantages and limitations. They classify
these methods into reinforcement learning, supervised learn-
ing, and unsupervised learning and investigate their covered
offloading metrics, including energy, latency, Quality of Ser-
vice, Quality of Experience, response time, and cost.

Wang et al. [49] study the task offloading problem in edge-
cloud computing from various views, including which tasks
are offloading from user devices, which edge or cloud is an
offloading task assigned to, and which server each offload-
ing task performs on in what sequence. They introduce
a taxonomy of methods comprising task types, offload-
ing schemes, objectives, device mobility, and multi-hop
cooperation.

2) TASK SCHEDULING IN EDGE COMPUTING
A task scheduling method aims to discover the optimum
assignment of application components to network nodes for
execution. Hosseinioun et al. [51] survey the current research
on task scheduling in edge (Fog) computing environment and
study various aspects, including architectures, algorithms,
and their related advantages and limitations. The authors
introduce a taxonomy of task scheduling methods and raise
open issues and challenges such as security, privacy, trust, and
fault tolerance. In a similar survey, Sindhu et al. [66] study
different task scheduling techniques and approaches in Fog
computing. Alizadeh et al. [50] present a systematic litera-
ture review of scheduling tasks in a Fog environment. They
review the task scheduling algorithms and identify several
metrics that each algorithm tries to improve. Moreover, they
propose a taxonomy based on the architectures and the algo-
rithms of task scheduling research in the literature. Finally,
they introduce open perspectives and future challenges,
including resource management, energy management, secu-
rity, and QoS. Islam et al. [67] review context-aware schedul-
ing in Fog computing environments. The authors define
scheduling as selecting appropriate resources for the tasks,
meeting the minimum completion time, and improving the
throughput to satisfy the users’ QoS requirements. Task
scheduling, which allocates appropriate resources to the tasks
submitted according to scheduling goals, is challenging due
to resource heterogeneity, dynamic nature, resource limi-
tations, and unpredictability of the Fog environment. The
context information of the entities involved in Fog comput-
ing can be used to address these challenges. The authors
analyse different levels of contextual information and intro-
duce a taxonomy of context-aware parameters related to enti-
ties, including user, application, environmental, network, and
device.
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3) SERVICE MIGRATION
The mobility of users in aMEC environment and the continu-
ity of service usage require that these services migrate to an
edge server in the user proximity. Wang et al. [39] compare
two similar concepts (live migration for data centres and
handover in cellular networks) with service migration. The
first one deals with memory migration of virtual machine
instances that help improve the utilisation of resources,
load balancing of processing nodes, and tolerate the faults
in virtual machines in data centres. The second one deals
with seamless communication handover (or hand-off) of a
mobile user who moves from one cell to another. Then, the
authors provide a taxonomy of various research directions
of service migration, including the techniques of migrating
running services and the strategies for service migration.
The authors also explore three main application component
hosting technologies. Finally, they conclude by highlight-
ing the potential areas for further research. Rejiba et al. [52]
present a taxonomy of mobility-induced service migration
mechanisms available at different edge-centric computing
paradigms, including cloudlets, Fog computing, cloud-based
vehicular networks, and multi-access edge computing. The
authors focus on the optimisation techniques employed by
these mechanisms and classify design objectives. Addition-
ally, the authors study the works concentrated on architectural
design and implementation. We believe the service migration
problem has an overlap with dynamic service placement.
However, in our work, we consider that the dynamic ser-
vice placement problem can include system dynamics gen-
erated by other than users’ mobility (e.g., availability of edge
devices).

4) VM MANAGEMENT IN EDGE COMPUTING
VM technologies are one of the main enablers of edge
computing. Tao et al. [53] present an overview of VM
management in edge computing, including virtualisation
frameworks and techniques, serverless computing, and the
security advantages and issues based on industrial and
research projects. In the virtualisation techniques, the authors
review various research projects such as VM (system vir-
tualisation), Linux containers (kernel virtualisation), service
mobility (geographical virtualisation), and VM-based SDN.
The authors also introduce several design objectives for VM
placement and scheduling problems in an edge computing
environment.

5) RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN EDGE COMPUTING
Teng et al. [55] study the resource allocation problem in
ultra-dense networks, including HetNets, C-RANs, mas-
sive/large scale multiple input multiple output (MIMO) net-
works, device to device (D2D) networks, and massive IoT
environments. They provide a taxonomy of resource allo-
cation methods and introduce emerging technologies. The
authors conclude by presenting challenging issues such as
high computational complexity, significant overhead and

feedback, spatio-temporal dynamics, mobility management,
interference management, channel models, and QoS/QoE
requirements. Duc et al. [54] investigate resource provision-
ing in joint cloud-edge environments and present a survey
of the technologies and methodologies used to enable appli-
cations in such environments. The authors break down the
resource provisioning problem into three main components:
workload prediction and characterisation, component place-
ment and system consolidation, and application elasticity
and remediation. Hong et al. [16] present a survey of work
on resource management. The focus is on documenting the
architectures and the underlying algorithms used by these
approaches. There is also a perspective on the evolution of the
techniques, with papers published in 1991 included. While
some of those techniques are outdated, the authors produce a
histogram of these papers to show the most attention areas.

6) CACHING IN MEC
Parvez et al. [68] survey the emerging technologies to
achieve low latency communications towards 5G and intro-
duce caching as one of these solution domains that can mit-
igate the insufficient capacity of backhaul links as well as
long delays due to an excessive number of user requests.
The authors present a detailed overview of content caching
for cellular networks as well as the fundamental limits.
Yao et al. [24] review the research on content the caching
problem and indicate that edge servers provide computing
and storage resources that can be used in content caching.
They investigate the content caching works according to a
four-step process: content request, exploration, delivery, and
update. Piao et al. [69] review the edge cache in RANs by
analysing the deployment location of edge caches, content
placement strategy, and coded caching. For deployment loca-
tions, they classify the survey methods into three groups of
edge cache at BSs, edge cache at mobile devices, and joint
edge cache at both BSs and mobile devices. The content
placement strategy is surveyed based on reactive and proac-
tive strategies. Finally, they study coded edge caching that,
unlike traditional caching in which the entire content must be
cached at an individual location, the files are split into several
segments and save part of them in user devices. In the delivery
phase of coded edge caching, each user requests a file in the
database, and all the requests are coded together and transmit-
ted to all users. The authors highlight the performance gain
of edge caching and introduce future challenges.

Themain difference between our work and the above is that
they do not cover service caching and, in a more general view,
service placement in their works. It is worth recalling that
although there are some common aspects between content
caching problem and service caching problem, we point out
the differences in the excluded subjects part of Section I-E
that differentiate these problems.

7) EDGE COMPUTING SECURITY
Edge devices are vulnerable to attacks due to various reasons,
including weak computation power, attack unawareness,
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TABLE 3. Surveys on related problems in an edge computing
environment.

OS/protocol heterogeneity, and coarse-grained access con-
trol [70]. Xiao et al. [70] study four basic types of attacks:
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, side-channel
attacks, malware injection attacks, and authentication and
authorisation attacks. These attacks present 82% of edge
computing attacks. The authors also review the corresponding
defence mechanism for these attack types.

See Table 3 for a list of other related surveys.

C. SURVEYS WITH A WIDER SCOPE
The last group is the dedicatedMEC environment surveys that
cover a more extensive scope by studying a wide range of
problems.

Liu et al. [29] present a survey of MEC systems that intro-
duces MEC applications and characteristics and service mod-
els. They also explore the influencing factors of MEC system
design and survey different MEC architectures, including
MEC server and network architecture.

Wang et al. [71] provide an overview of MEC architecture
and highlight the differences with other computing paradigms
such as mobile cloud computing and Fog computing. They
review research efforts on computation offloading, edge-core
cooperation, and the combination with 5G. They also sur-
vey the works on content caching, covering various aspects,
including content popularity, caching policies, scheduling,

and mobility management. Additionally, several MEC-based
categories of applications (e.g., dynamic content delivery,
AR/VR, video streaming) are introduced.

Mao et al. [40] summarise the existing communication and
computation models in MEC to overview the state-of-the-
art for both researchers and practitioners. They extend this
summary with a review of joint radio-and-communication
resource allocation mechanisms. The authors focus on the
communication perspective of the resource management
problem and present several research challenges and oppor-
tunities in MEC.

Taleb et al. [48] introduce MEC and its key enabling
technologies. They review MEC frameworks and refer-
ence architecture and investigate MEC service and network
orchestration deployment options. Finally, they review stan-
dardisation activities and elaborates further on open research
challenges

Porambage et al. [72] concentrate on IoT applications and
provide a comprehensive view of exploitingMEC technology
for this category of applications. They present future direc-
tions in scalability, communication, computational offload-
ing, resource allocation, mobility management, and security.
Moreover, they reviewMEC integrating technologies, includ-
ing NFV, SDN, ICN, and network slicing.

Abbas et al. [30] review different characteristics of MEC
and survey the current and emerging application scenarios in
AR, healthcare, video analysis, connected vehicles, etc. The
authors also review the conducted research on MEC infras-
tructures, such as deployment scenarios and testbeds. They
also study the security issues of MEC, including security
concerns, security mechanisms, and privacy issues.

Hassan et al. [73] focus on edge computing in 5G by estab-
lishing a taxonomy that addresses different viewpoints such
as objectives, computational platforms, attributes, use of 5G
functions, the role of edge computing in 5G, and performance
measures. The authors introduce open issues that need to be
addressed, such as service enhancement (QoE), standardisa-
tion, heterogeneity, and security vulnerabilities.

Zhao et al. [74] concentrate on infrastructures and appli-
cations of edge computing. First, they study edge computing
issues from infrastructure, control and management, resource
virtualisation, and system architecture viewpoints. They also
investigate service provisioning and performance optimisa-
tion challenges of providing high QoS. Finally, they review
edge computing applications and propose a taxonomy of
them.

Filali et al. [75] review the integration of MEC into the
architecture of current mobile networks and the transition
mechanism to migrate into a standard 5G network archi-
tecture. They study the role of SDN, NFV, SFC and net-
work slicing as complementary technologies to MEC. They
also investigate the methods for MEC resource optimisation
and propose an architectural framework for a MEC-NFV
environment.

Pham et al. [76] provide an overview of MEC technology
and identify three types of use cases: consumer-oriented
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FIGURE 7. An overview of the research method.

services, operator and third-party services, and network per-
formance and QoE improvements. They review the integra-
tion of MEC with the new technologies deployed in 5G
and beyond. Then, they summarise open source activities,
testbeds, and experimental evaluations.

Liu et al. [77] analyse MEC from 5G and IoT viewpoints
and study various technologies including cloud computing,
SDN, NFV, ICN, VM/containers, smart devices, networking
slicing, and computation offloading that facilitate MEC inte-
gration into 5G and IoT. They also elaborate several MEC
enabled applications, including intelligent transportation sys-
tems, AR/VR/MR, smart grids, factory automation, serious
gaming, healthcare, smart home, smart city, smart farming,
and smart retail.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD
Systematic literature review (SLR) is a well-established
methodology to identify, select, and report all the studies on
a specific topic. We adopt published guidelines and organise
three research stages: Planning, Conducting, and Report-
ing [78], [79]. Each stage includes several activities described
as follows and illustrated in Figure 7.

A. PLANNING STAGE
In the first stage, we define the research questions, identify
the search terms, and select scientific databases.

1) RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Considering dynamic service placement as a middleware
component that uses network layer capabilities and serves

the application layer, we formulated five research questions
covering different aspects, where each question sheds light
from a different perspective.
• RQ1: What is the effect of networking technologies on
dynamic service placement solutions? (Section V).

• RQ2: What are the current research directions in
dynamic service placement? (Section VI-B)

• RQ3: What is the taxonomy of dynamic service place-
ment methods? (Section VI-C and Section VI-D)

• RQ4: Which category of applications can benefit from
dynamic service placement? (Section VII)

• RQ5:What are the current research validation/evaluation
methods? (Section VIII)

2) SEARCH TERMS
We consider two sets of terms. The first targets distributed
computing environments for dynamic service placement. The
second refers to terns related/similar to dynamic service
placement. We choose a wide range of terms since they are
occasionally used interchangeably.

Set 1: {Multi-access Edge Computing,Mobile Edge Com-
puting,MEC, Internet of Things, Fog Computing, Edge Com-
puting, Mobile Computing, Cloudlet,Mist}

Set 2: {Service Placement, Function Placement, Service
Offloading, Service Caching, Elastic Deployment, Dynamic
Service Deployment, Service Orchestration}

3) SOURCE SELECTION
In the planning stage, we select the candidate digital libraries
(scientific databases) for search sources. We choose four
well-known computer science publishers, including IEEE
Electronic Library, Elsevier (Science Direct), SpringerLink,
and ACM Digital Library. Additionally, to cover other pub-
lishers, we use Scopus and Engineering Village indexers to
have an inclusive search space.

4) MANUAL SEARCH SOURCES
We verify the following journals that regularly publish related
surveys. The journals are used in the manual search to extract
similar surveys to our work.
• ACM Computing Surveys
• Computer Communications
• Computer Networks
• Future Generation Computer Systems
• IEEE Access
• IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials
• IEEE Internet of Things Journal
• Journal of Network and Computer Applications

B. CONDUCTING STAGE
The conducting stage focuses on the search and selection
process. We apply three search approaches to collect all the
related studies, including automatic search, snowballing, and
manual search. We use automatic and snowballing methods
to probe studies on dynamic service placement in MEC.
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TABLE 4. Selected peer-reviewed research databases.

TABLE 5. Number of retrieved papers on automatic search.

The automatic and snowballing search outputs are checked
for repetition, exclusion criteria, and skimming to filter out
the unrelated ones. We also apply automatic and manual
methods to identify similar surveys to our literature review.
Table 6 shows the number of papers in each conducting
stage.

1) AUTOMATIC SEARCH
The conducting stage starts with an automatic search from
the selected databases. These databases provide different
searchable fields, and Table 4 depicts the ones used for each
database. Using the search terms, we consider papers con-
taining at least one term from each set. Table 5 presents the
numbers of retrieved papers from each database according to
the search performed in March 2021.

2) SNOWBALLING
Both forward and backwards snowballing methods are used.
The input for this activity is the list of papers that passed
the selection criteria with repetitions removed, exclusion
criteria checked, and paper skimmed. In backwards snow-
balling, we check the references of all the papers in the
input list. Then, we extract the papers that passed the selec-
tion criteria. In forward snowballing, we review the citations
of every paper in the input list using scholar.google.com.
The outcomes are checked against the selection criteria. The
successfully-passed papers are added to the repository of
selected papers.

3) MANUAL SEARCH
Amanual search is performed to discover any previously pub-
lished surveys on dynamic service placement or related areas.
We look for any surveys or review papers that addressed our
topic specifically or addressed a broader topic that includes
dynamic service placement.

TABLE 6. Number of papers in each stage.

4) REMOVE REPETITIONS
We import all the retrieved papers into theMendeley applica-
tion and remove repetitions.

5) EXCLUSION CRITERIA
We apply the following exclusion criteria to filter out unsuit-
able papers:
• Papers that are written in languages other than English
• Non-citable documents
• Papers with less than three pages
• Papers without not peer-reviewed
• Papers that were a duplicate of others
• Papers not accessible in full-text

6) SKIMMING
The last selection criterion is to skim the paper to decide
whether the content is related. We take into account the scope
and domain introduced in Section I-E.

C. REPORTING STAGE
In the last stage, we read the full text of the papers in the
finalised list and investigate the research questions.

V. NETWORK LAYER PERSPECTIVE
This section elaborates on the dynamic service placement
problem from the networking perspective.

A. 5G NETWORKS AND MEC ARCHITECTURE
In recent years, the telecom world has undergone tremendous
growth in developing mobile and wireless network com-
munications technologies. With highly capable user devices
(e.g., smartphones and tablets) and new interactive real-time
applications in place, this is themidst of a data and application
revolution. This is also reflected by the fact that 68% of the
world population currently has a mobile subscription [1]. The
arrival of the 5G and its diverse aims compared to previous
standards opens the door to a rapid evolution of the Internet,
a new generation of applications and technologies. 5G com-
munications can be categorised into three main categories:
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), URLLC, and mas-
sive machine-type communications (mMTC). Besides, 5G
is required to prop up communications, control, computing,
content and service delivery. Holographic interfaces and AR
are a few applications that will benefit from the massive com-
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FIGURE 8. An illustration of service placement in MEC supported network architecture.

munication bit rates and ultra-low latency features expected
to be provided by 5G [48]. MEC will be a crucial component
in the 5G system and network architecture to support such
constrained and dynamic services [80]. Despite the benefits
of 5G networks, it will take some time until the existing
4G system transitions to a complete 5G system. Commercial
5G networks are initially deployed in non-standalone mode,
meaning that the 5G RAN interfaces with the 4G evolved
packet core (EPC) to make higher bit rates available. How-
ever, this approach hinders the deployment of new applica-
tions and services at the network edge since the standard EPC
lacks proper support for edge application services instead of
a native part of the 5G core.

It is essential for mobile network operators (MNOs) to
reduce the time-to-market of new applications for overall
revenue maximisation as well as the participation and collab-
oration of multiple stakeholders (e.g., mobile operators, ser-
vice providers, and users). Pham et al. [76] group the major
growth drivers in the MECmarket into four major categories:
technical integration, potential use cases, business transfor-
mation, and industry collaboration. The MEC applications
are expanding in the new markets for various industries and
sectors by supporting a wide range of use cases, including
IoT, Industry 4.0, vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communica-
tion, Smart Cities, and Tactile Internet. A high-level technical
integration of MEC, including characteristics, architecture
and applications, is pictorially illustrated in Figure 8. Despite
several opportunities and potentials, many challenges need
to be studied to create an edge ecosystem where all network
players (e.g., micro/mobile terminals, service deployment

and placement entities, infrastructure providers, and mobile
operators) can benefit from niche networks edge services.
The discussion can be summarised as follows.

1) CELLULAR NETWORK AND MEC INTEGRATED
DEPLOYMENT
MEC servers can be deployed at different places within the
RAN depending on the underlying wireless/cellular tech-
nologies, technical and business requirements. Thus, another
critical challenge is the seamless integration of MEC into
the underlying network architecture and multiple wireless
interfaces. The existence of MEC and enabled applications
should not affect the standard specifications of the core net-
work and end devices. The critical component of the MEC
integration is the ability of MEC to interact with 5G networks
in routing the traffic and receiving relevant control informa-
tion [76]. Furthermore, application migration necessitates a
so-called application portability requirement to prevent ser-
vice providers from designing multiple versions for different
MEC platforms.

2) HETNET - A COEXISTENCE OF DISTRIBUTED MEC AND
CENTRALISED CLOUD
Cloud having abundant computing resources, can process big
data applications and services in temporal constraints while
supporting many users and devices. However, distributed
MEC is highly desired since the computation at the net-
work edge can meet the user requirement and reduce the
end-to-end delay for near real-time services caused by the
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traffic congestion and transmission delay. An HetNet archi-
tecture, as depicted in Figure 8, can be highly beneficial
to implement MEC in a hierarchical structure, i.e., Airside
(i.e. user/devices/terminals/APs), network edge (i.e. com-
puting, multi-operators, QoS/QoE metrics and requirements
security), and cloud layers (i.e. cloud/core network). In this
way, the MEC vendor also injects computing resources to the
small-eNBs (orchestrator) so that the advantages of HetNets
can be exploited for diversifying multi-radio transmissions,
spreading computing demands and supporting multi-service
provision and orchestration. It is important to note that dis-
tributed MEC may not have enough computing resources
to process all computation requests. Complete reliance on
the cloud constrains provision of latency-critical services.
Therefore, it is intuitive to distribute big-data/latency-critical
computations to distributed MEC servers while transferring
compute-intensive and delay-tolerant non-real-time tasks to
the cloud [23], [81], [82]. The coexistence of distributedMEC
and centralised cloud is an essential feature for a service-
efficient HetNet architecture.

3) HETNET ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
The physical HetNet infrastructure in Figure 8 consists
of three tiers: (i) macro-terminals/devices with no/limited
computational capabilities (sensors and actuators), (ii) set
of resources that possess computational power and/or
storage capacity (MEC servers, service provider network
orchestrators), and (iii) core cloud. Any device equipped with
computational resources (e.g., CPU, memory, storage, and
bandwidth) is potentially an edge node, such as routers, small
servers, access points or gateways. HetNet is a promising
architecture, providing better coverage, higher bandwidth,
reduced latencies, and higher uplink and downlink data rate
to end users [55], [76] due to the integration of higher-tier
macrocells and lower-tier small cells.

4) THE NETWORK CONTROL PLANE AND USER PLANE
From the HetNet perspective, converged network coordina-
tion is a core element for adequate service management and
placement strategy. Two common network user and control
planes in reference to the centralised and distributed comput-
ing paradigm are here:

• Centralised control plane: A centralised control plane
requires global information about application services,
associated demands and infrastructure resources to
take and disseminate deployment decisions. While the
advantage of centralised placement is to find a glob-
ally optimal solution, they are vulnerable regarding
the scalability and the computational complexity issue.
When surveying papers, we observed that majority
works (according to Tables 11, 12) consider a cen-
tralised network control plane when addressing the ser-
vice placement.

• Distributed user plane and control plane: Unlike a
centralised solution, a distributed approach considers

multiple factors, such as users, authorities, service
providers, and orchestrator nodes, to control the service
provisioning and availability. Generally, distributed in
the network, the network management elements com-
pute placement decisions based on local resources and
information. These network planes are more flexible and
can be more efficient to handle the dynamic changes in
network infrastructure. The distributed approach helps
address the user/device scalability and locality aware-
ness issues and allows placement services that best fit
the local context. However, no guarantees are provided
regarding the global optimum in such solutions. The
researchers in [83], [84] consider an edge architecture
composed of edge nodes for coordination among the
works that apply a distributed control network plane.
The works deal with the tasks that need real-time pro-
cessing. The complex tasks that require more computa-
tional capabilities are forwarded to the cloud.

These network coordination approaches are relatively dif-
ferent in both centralised and distributed systems and have
their advantages and limitations.

B. SERVICE-ENABLING NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES IN 5G
MEC
Several key enabling technologies support MEC to be inte-
grated with 5G. These technologies include SDN, NFV, ICN,
and network slicing.

1) SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING
The SDN facilitates the network technology to be pro-
grammable and agile [80] while segregating the data plane
and the control plane. The control plane in an SDN con-
troller has a global view of the whole network to orches-
trate (control and manage) and control functionality in the
network entities (i.e., controllers) to progress the concept
of network softwarization, which can offer programmability
capabilities to authorised tenants [48]. SDN supports the
enhanced management needed on the MEC platforms. Due
to the software functionalities in the SDN controllers, the
controllers communicate more frequently with the data plane
entities, i.e. end-devices. Therefore, SDN controllers must
be located in the proximity of the end-devices to satisfy
the service requirements, which maps the requirement of
MEC where the infrastructure resources are deployed close
to the end-devices, thereby providing low-latency services.
Additionally, the SDN controller needs to handle virtualized
service instances (i.e., VNFs, VMs, and containers) allocated
and re-located dynamically, enabling SDN to support flexible
service chaining, offering a dynamic service provisioning by
connecting VNFs and MEC services [48]. Filali et al. [75]
define five advantages of using SDN in a MEC environment,
including scalability, availability, resilience, interoperability,
and extensibility.

The significance of SDN integration with MEC in
dynamic service placement is studied and verified by
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several research [85]–[87]. Yin et al. [85] assumed an SDN
controller controls all base stations, then they introduce a
cooperative framework that optimises the routes of the raw
data, configures the hosted services, and arranges the data
processing. Chalapathi et al. [86] utilise a wireless SDN net-
work for a multi-cloudlet network to minimise latency and
enhance QoS for mobile devices. Ouyang et al. [87] use an
SDN controller to collect all service request information and
determine the optimal MEC node to serve a user.

2) NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALISATION (NFV)
An idea of complementary technology, NFV, decouples the
physical network hardware from the network functions and
services by virtualisation. This is achieved by shifting the
network functions from specialised networking hardware to
commodity computing hardware using softwarization [88].
This approach is efficient for functions that require frequent
changes over time. NFV enables a given service decomposed
into a set of VNFs implemented in software and executed
on servers [89]. It also provides flexibility in both the data
plane and control plane by scaling up and down the allocated
resources according to service demands [48]. Besides, NFV
enables different ways to realise flexible hardware-agnostic
network service provisioning. The NFV deployment char-
acteristics include 1) flexible network function deployment,
2) software decoupling from hardware, and 3) dynamic con-
trol and management [90].

Several researchers address the integration of NFV into
MEC architecture. Yang et al. [91] show that NFV can
enhance MEC flexibility by deploying MEC services to
several nodes capable of their resource virtualisation. Their
framework simulated an NFV integrated MEC, allocating
resources for time-sensitive services while satisfying latency
requirements. A double tier architecture integrating NFV
with MEC is proposed in [92], namely MANO+, which
can enhance MEC services. Chiti et al. [93] propose two
virtual function placement strategies to minimise both the
worst application overall completion time and the number of
applications exposed to an overall completion time greater
than their deadlines. Bhamare et al. [94] introduce a vir-
tual network function placement method to reduce the total
delays and minimise the overall costs to operate C-RANs.
Jia et al. [95] consider a metropolitan area network with dis-
tributed Cloudlets that uses VNF services. They propose a
QoS-aware method that maximises the number of admitted
requests and minimises their admission cost within a finite
timeline. Subramanya et al. [96] introduce a neural-network-
based method for scaling and placement of virtual network
functions.

3) INFORMATION-CENTRIC NETWORKING (ICN)
Satisfying the surge in demand of the explosive big data in the
emerging and dynamic services (e.g., AR/VR, autonomous
and connected driving, and drones), new networking tech-
nologies such as ICN [97] are proposed and developed over
the past decade. ICN uses a novel publish-subscribe system

(information-centric) to differ from the traditional client-
server system (host-centric). ICN proposes a new Internet
architecture that revolves around the information instead of
the host [72]. Some advantages of ICN to the architecture are
improved reliability and efficient information/service deliv-
ery, making it a promising future networking model for the
edge converged 5G applications and systems.

Edge and ICN are necessarily inter-linked and comple-
mentary to each other, both of which bring an actual real-
isation of near real-time 5G application services, although
they can function independently [98]. The use of ICN or
child concepts such as named data networking (NDN) [99]
can enhance the performance of MEC since some chal-
lenges existing in highly dynamic MEC ecosystems can be
resolved by NDN [100]. For example, one key issue that edge
faces is that an application-level reconfiguration needs a ser-
vice re-initialisation, result in a delay for service migration.
Thanks to ICN’s ability to simplify the network configuration
due to the support of a service-centric approach, which can
reduce delays for the reconfiguration [101]. Besides, ICN
and NDN can improve the in-network/edge caching and stor-
age for MEC converged networks, which are beneficial for
dynamic applications where the same services can be shared
by edge devices [102]. Existing works have discussed and
proved the importance of integrating ICN with MEC [103],
[104]. Researchers in [103] combine MEC and ICN in the
connected vehicle use case for traffic information service
provisioning. In [104], a converged framework integrating
the edge ICN is proposed to enable dynamic orchestration
of caching, computing and network resources, enhancing
the next-generation vehicular network-related services with
substantial delivery improvement. Authors in [98] propose
an ICN converged heterogeneous network framework to opti-
mise service availability by allocating virtual edge resources.
Ben-Ammar et al. [105] propose a strategy that handles the
caching of both the service instances as well as their source
codes (or software images) while an ICN-based Edge archi-
tecture is deployed. Additionally, their strategy does not
require any explicit cooperation among nodes that helps to
keep the overhead as low as possible.

4) NETWORK SLICING
3GPP is at the forefront for 5G network slicing standardis-
ation initiatives and activities. Network slicing is a key 5G
network technology to support tailored and dynamic service
availability, enabling high flexibility and scalability. Network
slicing can help a physical network to be divided (sliced)
into many logical networks to facilitate on-demand cus-
tomised services for versatile application scenarios using a
common and shared physical infrastructure. Additionally,
network slicing can allocate network resources to logical
slices dynamically and efficiently according to the QoS/QoE
requirements. Network slicing integrates the edge/cloud and
network resources (e.g., storage, data processing, and RAN
access, and required bandwidth). These are also termed edge
utilities to fulfilling the dynamic service requirements [48].
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FIGURE 9. Edge caching in 5G MEC.

Network slicing has gained vast research attention recently.
The alliance [106] propose network slicing and divide it into
three layers: resource layer network, slice instance layer, and
service instance layer. Among the layers, the layer related
to service instance contains the services (business services
or user services) that need to be supported. This layer also
handles the network characteristics for a service instance
provided by a network slice instance, shared across multiple
service instances. Authors in [107], [108] reviewed the lit-
erature on 5G based network slicing and softwarization and
presented several associated challenges. A 5G architecture
based on network slicing is introduced in [109], where the
fundamental principles and concepts of network slicing are
presented. Authors in [110] present the application of net-
work slicing in the 5G service. [111] present multiple multi-
cast eMBB (enhanced mobile broadband) and URLLC slices
in C-RAN and admit the slice requests based on the service
provider’s requirements. Tomeet the latency-sensitive service
requirements by utilising edge processing, analytics and scal-
ability, the network slicing in MEC is explored in [72]. The
use cases include latency-critical services, such as industrial
Internet, healthcare, and autonomous driving, elaborated in
Section VII. For such delay-sensitive applications, latency
minimisation and service prioritisation are two requirements
that the edge and network slicing can support. The reasons
for convergence are that the service prioritisation can be
achieved by network slicing while the edge can attain the
latency. Several works have been proposed to combine 5G
services and network slicing at the edge for supporting IoT.
For example, the challenges related to integrating network
slicing with C-RAN and edge are discussed in [112]. Appli-
cations in an automobile or massive IoT with network slicing
require stringent latency and large scalability, supported by
MEC capabilities for such services by providing storage and
computation to process/analyse data at the edge.

C. CACHE DEPLOYMENT IN 5G MEC
The 5G network is designed to increase the capacity of
cellular networks utilising more bandwidth, a larger scale
of antennas, and higher frequency reuse with network den-
sification. However, the demanding network requirements
of applications are increasing with a higher speed. For
example, VR video streaming will grow 11-fold by 2021,
which requires both high throughput (200 Mbps) and low

latency (10 ms). Self-driving vehicles connected to the 5G
network are equipped with sensing, processing, and commu-
nication capabilities that will require a large amount of data,
including AR navigation streaming, transportation informa-
tion, and in-car entertainment. Nonetheless, the backbone
Internet faces challenges to provide lower latency and higher
bandwidth due to the physical barrier from signal propagation
speed, the store-and-forward design, and frequent congestion.
To envision a sustainable road map towards future networks,
mobile edge caching is essential in the 5G network to provide
better QoS for novel applications. Proximity-based service
caching and distribution in wireless networks has been identi-
fied as a promising service offloading solution for improving
both the capacity and the QoE by exploiting service popu-
larity and spatio-temporal requests. There is various caching
placement at different places in MEC-Cellular networks,
which leads to the deployment of edge caching on servers
and within the cellular networks. Service caching in a typical
wireless cellular network can be achieved at the core network,
RAN, and edge devices [24]. With edge caching enabled ser-
vice availability, the service-related traffic could be reduced
significantly. Figure 9 presents a generic illustration of edge
caching in 5G networks.

1) HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS (HET-NET)
HetNets integrate higher-tier macrocells and lower-tier small
cells, such as picocells, femtocells, and relay nodes [76]. The
BSs of these cells can be equipped with edge servers, pro-
viding storage capacity and CPU/GPU computing for intelli-
gent decision-making. By leveraging the BS-based caching
and edge computing system, capacity can be significantly
enhanced, and the delay can be significantly reduced [113].
Since these edge servers can implement edge caching by
collecting the local service requests in real-time and then use
the dynamic information to make intelligent decisions about
service reconfiguration with the help of powerful computing
ability, including the support for futuristic computationally
intensive deep learning algorithms.

• Macro base station (MBS): MBSs are outdoor facilities
that can be used for caching in a Het-Net. They usually
have a wider coverage area and can serve more users
compared to other types of BSs [71]. These charac-
teristics help to boot the service cache hit rate. Some
research considers a single MBS with a co-located edge
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server in their proposed methods [3], [114], while some
others [115], [116] consider a collection of a singleMBS
with multiple small base stations.

• Small base station (SBS): SBSs are expected to be
heavily deployed in the next generation of heteroge-
neous wireless and cellular networks [71]. Caching at
SBSs can deliver application services closer to the users,
potentially supporting the low transmission power and
high data rate [24]. While each SBS is equipped with
storage and processing resources, It has a smaller cov-
erage area, limited processing/storage resources, and
can support limited users compared to an MBS. In this
approach, the local caching gain is obtained when a
requested service is locally available in the cache (either
at the SBS or the devices) by serving this service from
the cache without connecting to the MBS. In some
work, the networkmodel comprisesmultiple SBSs along
with an MBS [115]–[118]. However, the researchers
in [84], [119] consider the SBSs only. A cache-enabled
software-defined Het-Net is introduced in [120]. The
CP and the UP are separately configured in 5G RANs.
Both theMBS and SBS have cache capability. TheMBS
contains both CP and UP, while the SBS only has the
UP. The service can be pre-cached in the MBS and SBS
based on the assessment result in the spatio-temporal
domain and local-global views. In the service delivery
process, the MBS figures out the suitable SBS for the
edge device to connect. The MBS acts as a central
controller to distribute the backhaul spectrum resources
shared by MBSs and SBSs. The service allocation and
distribution is based on the service and data require-
ments and the SBS functional status.

• Pico base station (PBS): A PBS is a type of SBS that
can be used both indoor and outdoor, supporting 32-100
users [24]. PBSs can work in conjunction with MBS,
as a central controller, to orchestrate the dynamic ser-
vice placement. PBSs can work cooperatively to support
neighbouring base stations with their cached services.

• Femto base station (FBS): An FBS (also called helper
node) is a kind of SBS that usually has low bandwidth
backhaul links and is used indoor [24]. FBSs are more
cost-efficient for deployment and flexible compared to
traditional BSs. Caching at FBSs is referred to as fem-
tocaching [121]. In [122], a single cell is managed by an
MBS with several femtocell-like BSs connected to it in
a femtocell network. The femtocell-like BSs have weak
backhaul links but large storage capacity. The service
can distributively be cached in the helpers. Based on the
helper density, one edge device can connect to one or
more helpers. If the distance among the helpers is con-
siderable, one edge device connects to only one helper,
and then the helper caches the services based on the strat-
egy among the connected edge devices for requested ser-
vices. Generally, services requested by the edge device
served by more than one helper can be cached in these
helpers separately to minimise the service delay. Several

FIGURE 10. The C-RAN architecture [126].

works [13], [46], [84], [123], [124] also use FBSs in their
system model.

In Het-Nets, users can access the cached services in multiple
ways. They can directly access via MSB or SBS (e.g., PBS
and FBS). They can also use an SBS as a relay to access the
service from MBS. Similarly, they can use MBS as a relay
to access the service located at an SBS. Finally, they can
use their connected SBS as a relay to access their requested
service hosted in another SBS.

2) CLOUD RADIO ACCESS NETWORK (C-RAN)
One of the promising solutions is based on integrating
cloud services to radio access networks, called C-RAN,
to reduce the CAPEX (capital expenditure) and OPEX (oper-
ating expenditure) [24]. In C-RAN (Figure 10), the cen-
tralised pool of base band processing unit (BBU) provides
the required computational functionalities to the BSs, while
a large number of densely deployed low-cost, low-power
remote radio heads (RRHs) at cell sites helps improve the
network coverage and serve as distributed antennas to interact
with users [76], [125]. The fronthaul links connect RRHs to
the BBU pools and have constrained capacities.

Caching can address network traffic constraints in both
fronthaul and backhaul links, speed up time-critical com-
munications, and provide preferential services. The main
caching objectives in C-RANs are to minimise the traffic
in fronthaul and backhaul links and the energy consump-
tion of RRHs. In [127], the article discusses the advantages
of cloud computing in C-RAN in a software-defined and
centralised processing environment and presents a reduced
energy consumption with the proposed green and flexible
C-RAN. A cloud service-centric networking article [128]
introduces cloud computing with RAN caching. In this work,
BBU pool based caching is proposed as a service in C-RAN.
One of two key aspects is that the BBUprovides amuch larger
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FIGURE 11. H-CRAN MEC architecture [76].

caching size than those in traditional BSs, and secondly, the
centralised BBU eliminates the complexity of the distributed
service placement. In [129], a cluster oriented caching is
proposed in C-RAN. RRHs in the same cluster are served by
a local cluster cache at the edge-cloud. The RRHs accessing
the same BBU is limited due to the constraint of large cloud
implementation complexity in C-RAN. Yin et al. [85] intro-
duce a collaborative framework to optimise both data routing
and service placement to minimise transferring cost for big
data applications in a 5G network. Bhamarea et al. [94] intro-
duce an optimal placement scheme in multi-cloud environ-
ments for CRANs. Their proposed scheme allocates service
demands at base stations in the form of VFs to the VMs to
minimise response time while fulfilling various constraints,
including cost, capacity, and placement.

3) HETEROGENEOUS C-RAN (H-CRAN)
In the HetNet, low powered edge nodes can lead to severe
interference due to the same spectral resources used by
MBSs. To avoid this, a heterogeneous C-RAN implementing
cloud computing into HetNets (Figure 11) is proposed to
gain a scaled cooperative signal processing and networking
functionalities [130]. In [131], each BS is equipped with a
local cache in the C-RAN, which can be a service-centric
RAN. BS caching forms a dynamic cluster. The BS adopts
the multicast approach to provide the services and contents
for the service delivery mechanism. Combining the edge
cache andmulticast can improve and satisfy explosive service
requests in dense networking environments [76], [132].

D. INSIGHTS
Our work in this survey identifies that several network archi-
tectures are proposed and highlighted the constraints in the
service placement for low latency QoS and QoE in 5G and

beyond. Our survey also shows that some of these archi-
tectures can support URLLC service requirements with the
aid of MEC, 5G, and heterogeneous access communica-
tions in core networks. In order to assure enhanced net-
work efficiency, our analysis sheds light on different aspects
(i.e., airside, network edge, and core network layers) of
integration solutions for dynamic services and applications.
Although, standardisation efforts and potential technologies
are discussed to address the in-network placement problem to
establish an end-to-end working MEC ecosystem, including
but not limited to: (i) use of HetNet in 5G to allow high
QoS and QoE overcoming the resource and sharing con-
straints. (ii) employing centralised and distributed control
and data planes for differentiated service and technology
models to facilitate interaction between network and appli-
cations. However, we find it still lacks at the fronts of a com-
prehensive study to investigate a global optimal in-network
service placement. We learn from our work that different
service-enabling network architectures for a potential MEC
deployment considering SDN/NFV, ICN and network slicing
can enable distinct and flexible network orchestration. Our
survey compares several studies on service cache deployment
locations to address sub-optimal service placement in cellular
base stations including MBS, SBS, PBS, FBS, and C-RAN
with their corresponding challenges and benefits to support
dynamically changing requirements. However, an advanced
integration of the MEC paradigm in 5G and beyond, given
the relative infancy of the field for the dynamic service place-
ment, requires further research to support new applications
and their micro- requirements/dependencies.

VI. MIDDLEWARE LAYER PERSPECTIVE
Amiddleware is a software layer that provides a system-wide
transparent view to application developers by abstracting the
complexities of heterogeneity, communication network, and
computation concerns [133]. The middleware services inter-
act with operating systems, network communication layers,
and applications to facilitate coordination and collaboration
among user devices, edge servers, and the cloud infras-
tructure. The middleware can offer services responsible for
the configuration of application services (service instances)
in edge servers for performing dynamic placement. In this
section, first, we investigate the influential characteristics of
different types of service instances. Then, we analyse cur-
rent research directions in dynamic service placement. Next,
we propose a taxonomy of design objectives for these works,
and finally, we introduce our devised taxonomy of dynamic
service placement solutions.

A. SERVICE INSTANCE
Application services are usually packaged in the form of
service instances using packaging technologies. The pack-
aging technologies have different characteristics that impose
limitations and opportunities (trade-offs) for a candidate
dynamic service placement solution. Before discussing these
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trade-offs, we need to review these characteristics and the
available packaging technologies.

1) SERVICE PACKAGING CHARACTERISTICS
We identify four characteristics of isolation level, platform
independence, footprint size, and launch time [39], [48], [53].

a: ISOLATION LEVEL

An isolation level refers to the level of vulnerability within
the services of an application and the vulnerability level
across different applications [53], [134]. In the former case,
a low isolation level causes the proliferation of software bugs
and failure [39], and in the latter case, it exposes security
and integrity threats [53], [134]. The isolation levels can
be divided into five classes of system-level, kernel-level,
process-level, and thread-level. For example, system-level
isolation indicates that a failure caused by an error will not
affect the correctness or sometimes the performance of other
programs running on the same host machine but in a different
running environment such as a different VM.

b: PLATFORM INDEPENDENCE

AMECenvironment encounters various forms of heterogene-
ity, including hardware infrastructure, OS platform, OS ver-
sion, or required libraries. The heterogeneity implies new
requirements regarding the level of independence of service
instances from an environment that runs the services. For
example, container technology usually operates in an iden-
tical OS platform (OS-level independence) while providing
flexibility on the OS version.

c: FOOTPRINT SIZE

This characteristic refers to the actual number of bytes for
a service instance. In general, the footprint size of a service
instance is affected by several factors such as functional-
ity (lines of code) and embedded data/datastore. However,
a packaging technology may require additional components
to manage resource dependencies and the life-cycle of a
service instance. The footprint size has significant effects on
the performance of service placement solutions in terms of
disk storage, memory, and bandwidth usage due to frequent
swap ins/outs [135].

d: LAUNCH TIME

It is the time to transfer a service instance until the instance
becomes ready to serve service requests since the instance
requires some time to boot and get ready to fulfil ser-
vice requests (demands) after being transferred to a desti-
nation edge server. The interval between service instance
arrival and readiness to serve is called Launch time. In the
literature, it is also referred to as booting-up time [136],
[137], start-up activation [138], or instantiation delay [95].
A short launch time will boost the throughput of edge
servers, which is important in dynamic service placement
solutions.

2) SERVICE PACKAGING TECHNOLOGIES
We investigate the following service packaging technologies:

a: VIRTUAL MACHINES

System-level virtualisation, usually called a virtual machine
(VM), is one of the enabling technologies in the cloud and
edge computing ecosystem. The technology allows MEC
and cloud platforms to share physical computing resources
(i.e. processing, storage, memory) among users [53]. VMs
run on top of virtual machine monitors (such as Hypervisor)
and use virtualised hardware resources provided by a host
machine. Each VM hosts a full-flagged operating system
that leads to hardware-level independence as well as system-
level isolation. The highest isolation level comes in the cost
of duplicating what is offered by the host operating system.
As a result, the footprint size of VMs is large, which is an
important obstacle in widely employing them in the dynamic
service placement of MEC. Moreover, hypervisor-based vir-
tualisation exhibits considerable processing overhead and
high launch time [138].

b: CONTAINERS
The monolithic view for designing mobile cloud applications
hinders the high demand components of these applications
from scaling separately. An alternative is to design sepa-
rated and loosely coupled services that can communicate
with each other. These services are packaged in the form
of service images and executed in various edge servers as
containers. Containers consist of an application, libraries,
and other dependencies such as a file system. They provide
application portability without software installations [139].
Containers achieve kernel-level isolation [53], which implies
a container crash/compromise may affect other containers
on the host machine. Unlike VMs, containers have a strong
dependency on the host operating system kernel. They share
more resources of the host operating system in common [11],
[39], such as their embedded libraries and the local file sys-
tem. On the one hand, sharing common resources helps them
have a smaller footprint size than VMs, allowing hundreds of
containers to be hosted on a physical machine. On the other
hand, the portability must be between compatible operating
systems that assure the particular dependency. The container-
isation also has lower system overhead compared to VMs
and benefits from faster launch time [116]. Wang et al. [39]
introduce several advantages of using containers. To name
a few, container abstraction reduces complexity, containers
support automation, and higher computing capability can
be provisioned because a service can be split into several
separate containers.

c: PROCESS VIRTUAL MACHINE

A process virtual machine is a runtime system that essen-
tially provides an abstract instruction set for executing an
application [47], [134]. For instance, Java virtual machine
(JVM) allows the offloaded Java compiled bytecodes to
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TABLE 7. The comparison of different service instance packaging technologies.

be executed in any machine containing Java runtime
environment (JRE).

d: AGENTS
A software agent is an autonomous computer program that
can interact with its environment [140]. Mobile agents are
software agents which can travel from one agent platform
(execution environment) to another using computer net-
works [141], [142]. The mobility of the application code
provides dynamic reconfiguration in both application com-
ponents and the application’s location. The agents are capa-
ble of cooperation, social interaction, and collaboration with
other agents. They also can perform appropriate actions
towards their goal reactively or proactively. The above prop-
erties make agents a good candidate for service instance
packaging [143], [144]. The agents require an identical exe-
cution (runtime) environment that imposes less processing
overheads and a smaller footprint size on edge servers com-
pared to VMs. Java agent development framework (JADE)
is an example of an agent platform that simplifies the imple-
mentation of multi-agent systems through middleware. JADE
is fully implemented in the Java language that empowers the
developed systems to be distributed across machines with
heterogeneous operating systems as long as they are equipped
with the JADE platform. However, agent-based programming
is a fundamentally new programming paradigm to software
developers compared to functional or object-oriented pro-
gramming.

e: FUNCTION
Applications can be built up using a set of dependent or
independent functions invoked by a single service call or
an event. The idea of using functions as service instances
emerges from serverless computing [139], [145]–[147], also
known as function-as-a-service (FaaS) [53]. The objective
is to provide a cloud computing model for stateless and
event-driven applications, where application functions will
be executed when necessary without consistent execution of
the entire application [148], [149]. Examples of platforms
that currently support this computing model include Amazon
AWSLambda,1 IBMOpenWhisk,2 Google Cloud Functions,3

Knative, OpenFaaS, and Microsoft Azure Functions.4 To
review a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of serverless

1https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
2https://developer.ibm.com/openwhisk/
3https://cloud.google.com/functions/
4https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/functions/

computing frameworks support at the edge, the interested
readers may refer to Palade et al. [149].

3) DISCUSSION ABOUT TRADE-OFFS
Table 7 presents the comparison of different service instance
packaging technologies. We pinpoint three prominent trade-
off cases. The first case is the heterogeneity of edge servers
due to the presence of multiple edge server operators in which
each operator employs a different edge server platform from
another operator. The heterogeneity of edge servers requires
usingVMs that provides system-level isolation and hardware-
level independence; however it comes with the cost of large
footprint size and a slow launch time. A dynamic service
placement solution has to limit the number of swap ins/outs or
prolong service caching decisions to mitigate the drawbacks.
In the next case, there is a consensus among edge server
operators on using a similar OS platform. By accepting this
constraint, they can achieve several advantages such as a
smaller footprint size of service instances and quicker launch
time which introduce flexibility in the number of swap ins/
outs and better adaptation to the changes in service demand
pattern without deteriorating the overall system performance.
Containers can be a popular choice for this case which pro-
vide a kernel-level isolation level. If the edge server operators
accept more constraints and use a common agent platform,
then using mobile agents can also be an option. Finally, the
last case describes a situation where a small footprint size
and quick launch time are the most dominating requirements.
The price of fulfilling these requirements will be paid by
lowering the isolation level to thread-level isolation and the
independence level of the system libraries.

B. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The conducted research in dynamic service placement prob-
lem can be classified into several research directions. These
directions affect problem assumptions, system model and
introduce diverse research challenges. We identified eight
research directions according to our surveyed papers. Table 8
shows the results of our analysis.

1) CONTEXT-AWARENESS
The context is a useful piece of information that offers new
opportunities in adapting a service placement method to sys-
tem dynamics. According to Dey et al. [211] definition:

any information that can be used to characterise
the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant to the
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TABLE 8. Service placement research directions.

interaction between a user and an application,
including the user and applications themselves.

These entities can be described by several attributes [212]
such as identity, location, status, and time. The interpretation
of the definition and related attributes in dynamic service
placement suggests the following four entities and attributes.
• Mobile user entity refers to the user that requests a
mobile cloud service and may include a wide range
of attributes. The first group of attributes are demo-
graphics such as age, gender, nationality, occupation,
and education [82], [116], [204], [208]. These attributes
help dynamic service placement solutions to categorise
mobile users and discover the service demand pattern
of each category. Users locations are the next group
of attributes [14], [82], [113], [204], [206]–[210] that
are used to enhance the prediction of service request
loads and the target area of the users’ movement. The
location information can be the cell where the user is
located, the GPS information, or a tuple of (Position,
Position error, Speed, Speed error, Direction, Direction
error). Time is the next attribute of the mobile user
entity [115], [116] that is exploited to uncover service
demand pattern either in combination with other con-
text information or solely. Finally, several works [82],

[116], [204], [205] consider user preferences. The pref-
erences can be declared explicitly [205] by mobile users
or inferred [82], [116], [204] based on demographic
attributes or users’ social information.

• A user device is equipment that the mobile user uses to
request a service. Two main attributes of this entity are
device type (i.e. smartphone, tablet, gadget) and device
status, such as battery level [82], [116], [204].

• An edge server refers to a computing node near a base
station used for executing mobile cloud services. While
the population of users supported by the edge server is an
edge server attribute, the status of edge servers provides
valuable context information, especially for distributed
dynamic service placement solutions.

• An external event refers to occasions such as concerts
that influence service demand patterns. The location and
time are the main attributes of this entity [115], [116].

The context information may include sensitive user infor-
mation such as locations and requested services that raise
concerns about distributing them among other edge servers
or the cloud due to the exposure of privacy violation. Conse-
quently, it is necessary to provision privacy protection mech-
anisms [212], [213]. For more information about context-
aware systems, interested readers may refer to [214].
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2) BUDGET CONSTRAINT
Several works consider budget constraints in their system
models. They fall into one of the following categories.

The first category of research [45], [87], [116], [155],
[157], [159], [204] assumes that ASPs have a limited long-
term budget for dynamic services caching. This budget is
defined based on the service hosting cost or the consumed
resources (i.e. bandwidth [204], backhaul usage [15], the
energy consumption of network nodes [87]) by the cached
services. The limitation imposes a budget constraint on the
cost of each service placement which adds a barrier for ASPs
to cache their services in an excessive number of edge servers.
Additionally, the limitation hinders frequent reconfiguration
of services in edge servers. Zhou et al. [22], [23] introduce
a budget-constrained dynamic service deployment method
in which the cost model comprises service installation cost,
computation cost, and traffic cost. The service installation
cost refers to the expenses of service copyright and main-
tenance, computation cost corresponds to the utilisation of
computational resources in the edge servers, and finally, traf-
fic refers to the expenditures paid for incoming and outgoing
data transmission.

In the second category [83], [150], [156], [158], ASPs
have to rent computational resources of edge servers from
edge server operators (network operators, small-cell base
stations [115]). The computational resources are generally
in the form of CPU power, memory, or storage resources.
ASPs are charged based on the number of requested compu-
tation resources [115] or their rented time slots in an edge
server. ASPs have to balance their revenue with the rental
price of edge server resources. Some research focuses on
maximising profit [119], [154], [163]. From another view-
point, rental prices can be fixed [15], [117], [161], [215] or
dynamic [150]. In the latter case, the price is determined
according to the time and location of an edge server. One
of the common approaches in dynamic pricing is to use
an auction mechanism; for instance, a forward auction is
used in [150], or Vickrey-English-Dutch (VED) auction is
applied in [160]. The game-theoretic modelling is another
alternative approach in dynamic pricing used in some works,
including [83], [84], [151]. Renting edge server resources
also depend on the utilised technology, namely Infrastructure
as a Service, Containers as a Service, and Function as a
Service, where the rental price can follow cloud providers’
billing mechanisms [215]. Liu et al. [164] study the incentive
mechanism and introduce an optimal payment strategy based
on the Stackelberg game.

3) COVERAGE OVERLAP
In some network architectures, such as small-cell networks,
the communication coverage of base stationsmay overlap due
to the dense deployment of small base stations. Several works
consider this coverage overlap in which a user device can be
served by more than one base station. However, it is usually
assumed that the device is connected to only one of them at
each point in time.

In coverage overlap research direction, researchers have to
address two design issues.

• Considering a user device within coverage areas of mul-
tiple base stations, the first design issue is to decide
whether user devices are in charge of selecting a base
station or the base stations have to select their serving
user devices. Some researchers in [22], [23], [171] put
the burden on user devices by selecting a base station
according to the quality of its wireless channels, while
some others [113], [168] consider that the base stations
can select user devices based on the number of occupied
and available channels.

• The second design issue is to identify the possible impli-
cations of using coverage overlap. The coverage overlap
can be used for wireless channel management [22], [23],
[171]. Besides, a user device may have direct access to
the cached services of multiple base stations within its
reach.

In the presence of coverage overlap, service demand and
communication/computation resources become highly cou-
pled [13], and overlapping base stations have to collab-
orate among themselves. For instance, base stations can
cooperatively decide which services to host [113], [168].
Chen et al. [116] model the small-cell network as a graph
where base stations represent vertices, and the edges connect
the overlapping base stations. Then, they defined a graph
component as a sub-graph in which any two vertices are
connected by paths. They proposed SEEN-Omethod in which
service placement decisions is made component-wise instead
of an individual base station decision.

4) SERVICE HETEROGENEITY
The significant diversity of application services in the MEC
environment imposes dynamic service placement solutions to
consider the heterogeneity of services in their systemmodels.
We categorise this heterogeneity into three main areas.

• Application services need various amounts of
computational resources. The heterogeneity in required
processing power (maximum required CPU cycles) is
considered in many works. Disk storage is another
source of heterogeneity, especially in VM-based service
instances in contrast to function-based technologies
(such as serverless computing) in which the importance
of disk storage is blurred. Finally, memory is the last
computation resource that is taken into account.

• The second area is the variation in service level agree-
ments (SLA) and QoS requirements which are gener-
ally based on time-related factors. AR [190], online
gaming [170], [199], [216], safety-related services
in autonomous/cooperative driving [139], [217]–[219],
and health services [220] are among the applications that
dictate stringent QoS requirements in terms of response
time and execution deadline.

• Application services have different input/output param-
eter sizes that imply diversity in upload/download data
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sizes. From the networking perspective, the required
network bandwidth depends on the summation of these
data sizes. The required up-link and down-link traffic
can also be studied separately.

To handle the service heterogeneity, application services
can be classified according to their similar characteristics
regarding their required resources and QoS requirements.
Sonmez et al. [167] group the application services into four
main types of AR, health applications, compute-intensive,
and infotainment applications. The application types have
different delay sensitivity, upload/download data size, and
task length in terms of processing power.

5) EDGE SERVER HETEROGENEITY
Most of the dynamic service placement methods assume edge
servers with different computational resources. The main
areas of heterogeneity are processing power, disk storage, and
memory ordered by their level of importance. He et al. [184]
classify these resources into shareable and non-shareable
types. According to their definition, if a resource unit can
serve more than one unit of service demand, it is considered
shareable. For instance, disk storage is a shareable resource
since the stored service instance can serve multiple demands
of the same service. In contrast, non-shareable resource unit,
such as CPU, can serve only a single demand. The optimal
provisioning of application services with non-trivial demands
of shareable and non-shareable resource types is introduced
in [184].

6) SERVICE INTER-OPERATION
Mobile applications are comprised of a set of services. Addi-
tionally, a mobile application needs to interact with different
services to accomplish its goal. The inter-operation between
the services can be based on an ordered sequence of service
requests (a service chain), a workflow, or a complex graph of
service requests. An ideal dynamic service placement solu-
tion has to consider the inter-operations between these ser-
vices since relocating a service with significant data exchange
with co-located services may reduce the performance due to
excessive data transmission over the network. There are two
scenarios to study this research direction.

In the first scenario, the inter-operation is assumed between
application components/services within user devices [41].
Several works address the question of which application ser-
vice(s) should be offloaded from a user device to an edge
server [17], [18], [221]. Some of the influential factors are
delay sensitivity, required computational resources, size of
exchanged data with the offloaded service, and the size of
offloading code.

In the second scenario, the service inter-operation is
assumed between services that are placed outside user
devices. Several use cases of this scenario are studied in the
literature [93], [178], [180], [199], [200], [222], [223].

• The chaining of network functions is extensively stud-
ied in recent years [224], [225]. While many of these

methods proposed static chaining, some others, such
as [152], [226], [227], introduced dynamic chaining to
meet QoS requirements and adapt to network dynamics.

• The second case is the service placement in Fog comput-
ing [62], where applications follow the sense-process-
actuate model [187]. The main goal is to provision
the optimum placement of multiple components of an
application given their decencies. In the static service
placement case, the service dependency can bemodelled
as a direct acyclic graph [228]–[231]. For the dynamic
scenario, Guerrero et al. [178] consider stateless inter-
operating microservices in which at least one service
instance is hosted in the cloud. They introduced a ser-
vice placement method in which services are placed as
close as possible to the clients’ gateway. To address the
resource limitations of nodes, a service can migrate to
other nodes along the shortest path from the cloud to the
gateway. In another work, Chiti et al. [93] introduce a
virtual function placement method. The chaining of vir-
tualised functions is also referred to as service function
chaining (SFC), where the deployed applications are
considered as a set of independent services, cooperating
in a typically sequential order following sense-process-
actuate workflow.

• The last case considers service dependency in a
MEC environment. Bahreini et al. [209] address
the multi-component application placement prob-
lem. Zhao et al. [179] consider microservice-based
applications with sequential combinatorial structure.
Peng et al. [153] assume that applications can be in the
form of a divisible service chain. Prakash et al. [154]
introduce a service caching method that decides what
fraction of the service to cache. Another example is a
social VR application in which multiple service entities
located in edge servers. Each service entity is associ-
ated with a user (client entity) and is responsible for
computation-intensive tasks and tracking the interac-
tion between users. Service entities have to frequently
exchange metadata with client entities and other service
entities while users are interacting with each other.
Wang et al. [199], [200] address the edge service entity
placement problem by encoding all the costs (including
activation cost, the placement cost, the proximity cost,
and the colocation cost) as a graph. Then, they converted
the cost optimisation into a graph cut problem.

To summarise, most of the dynamic service place-
ment works in MEC environments do not consider the
inter-operation between the application services. However,
some of the above-mentioned methods can be applied
in MEC.

7) PRIVACY/SECURITY/TRUST
Several characteristics of a MEC environment raise concern
regarding privacy, security, and trust issues. First of all,
the MEC environment can store users’ locations and their
requested services [20]. Secondly, edge servers can be owned
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by third parties [48]. Finally, dynamic service placement
methods may share service demand statistics with entities
that make service placement decisions. There are several best
practices regarding privacy, security, and trust.

To preserve user privacy, Qian et al. [208] use a distributed
federated learning method to learn service preferences of the
users. The method helps to prevent users’ sensitive informa-
tion from sharing with other network entities. Preserving user
privacy is of significant concern in context-aware placement
methods. Chen et al. [116] introduce a context-aware method
in which small base stations organise context space depend-
ing on their local users’ privacy preferences.

To maintain security concerns, Luo et al. [150] use a secu-
rity level and access capability for both edge servers and users
in an industrial environment where users can offload their
tasks to edge servers that match the security level.

Chen et al. [84] introduce a social trust model between
small base stations (SBS) since individual owners oper-
ate them. The SBSs can form a coalition under this
model that facilitates offloading tasks from one SBS to
another SBS.

8) MOBILITY MODEL
User mobility is an intrinsic characteristic of the MEC envi-
ronment. In considering user mobility, two main aspects need
to be answered.

The first one addresses the way to capture user mobility.
A subset of works in dynamic service placement utilised a
specific mobility model, a real-world mobility trace dataset,
or a synthetic dataset. The researchers in [87], [205] apply
the mobility models of ONE simulator. A few works use a
specific mobility model; for instance, smooth random mobil-
ity model [124], random walk [209] and nomadic mobility
model [167] are used in the literature. Real-world mobility
traces are also considered in several works, for instance,
Shenzhen city taxi and metro dataset in [14], mobile users
of Twidere dataset in [82], [204], Rome taxi dataset in [199],
Shanghai taxi trajectory dataset in [166], real-world check-ins
in [207], and mobility of flights in [182]. Finally, the authors
in [160] use a synthetic dataset generated according to the
region around the city of Köln. It is worth pointing out that
modelling human mobility is still a topic of research [232].
Another alternative to express user mobility is to combine
users mobility with service requests models (task arrival
models) by applying probability distribution functions such
as Poisson distribution [171], [201], [215], [233].
The second aspect of user mobility explains how to anal-

yse users mobility data to predict their trajectory/destination,
which facilitates the prediction of service demand pat-
terns [124], [204], [206]. Ouyang et al. [87] argue that an
accurate prediction of user mobility over the long run is
extremely hard due to the unpredictable nature of human
mobility. Some methods, such as [206], use base station cells
as user locations instead of actual GPS locations to handle the
inaccuracy.

FIGURE 12. Taxonomy of design objectives.

C. TAXONOMY OF DESIGN OBJECTIVES
We classify the design objective of dynamic service place-
ment methods into six groups. Figure 12 shows our proposed
taxonomy of design objectives.

1) IMPROVING SERVICE-LEVEL QOS
One of the common design objectives is to boost the
QoS. Several works targeted reducing service delay/latency,
including minimising service execution delay and offloading
delay. Some of the works concentrated on improving the QoE
by lowering user-perceived latency. Moreover, the design
objective of some works is to minimise the worst application
completion time and reduce the number of applications that
their completion time is greater than a predefined deadline
(applications in an outage). Finally, the researchers in [152]
define service refusal rate, which is defined as the ratio of
the number of refused service graphs (chain) and the number
of orchestrated ones while the CPU utilisation of the whole
network is below a predefined threshold in 90% of the time.
Their objective is to minimise the service refusal rate.

2) OPTIMISING RESOURCE UTILISATION
Resource usage optimisation is a design objective in a signifi-
cant number of works. The design objective includes network
usage, energy consumption, and processing resource.
• Minimise network usage: The main idea is to reduce
the backhaul traffic by processing service requests in
nearby edge servers. There is a trade-off between using
the backhaul traffic to download a service instance (for
caching) and saving backhaul traffic by preventing to
forward the service requests to the cloud. Several works
aimed at reducing the traffic of forwarding requests
to the cloud and reducing the traffic for download-
ing service instances from the cloud. The objective is
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to restrict the number of cache switching, leading to
reduced caching (transition) cost of service placement.

• Minimising energy consumption: There are two objec-
tives regarding energy consumption. The first one is to
minimise user devices’ energy consumption, which is
primarily considered in computation offloading scenar-
ios. The second objective, which has received less atten-
tion, is to minimise an edge server’s energy consumption
by considering a long-term energy constraint.

• Maximise processing resource utilisation: The goal is
to maximise the exploitation of edge server resources,
especially the CPU resource. While some works fol-
low this objective, it is worth noting that work-
load orchestration has to be considered alongside this
objective to prevent a case where an edge server
becomes overloaded in the vicinity of an under-loaded
one.

3) MAXIMIZING THROUGHPUT
The goal is to maximise service processing rates in edge
servers, which can be achieved either by maximising the
number of served/admitted service requests by local edge
servers or maximising cache hit rates.

4) HIGH AVAILABILITY
Application services may fail to serve users due to runtime
failures or transient network interrupts. The heterogeneity
of edge server platforms also increases the risk of failures,
while some failures are inherited from the environment,
such as disaster relief ambiences. Multiple research aims at
high availability [179], resilience [234], robustness [235],
and reliability [236] to ensure service reliability and
continuity.

5) UTILITY MAXIMIZATION
Some of theworks pursuemultiple objectives, and theymodel
these objectives as a utility function. The design objective
of these works is to maximise the modelled utility function,
including cost and reward [13], [84], combination of QoS and
price [114], combination admitted service demand and delay
reduction [115], [116], and combination of execution latency
and CPU utilisation [210].

6) MAXIMIZING REVENUE
This objective aim at reducing the costs as well as getting the
highest revenue. Edge server rental is one of the primary cost
sources for ASPs. The cost has to be covered by serving an
excessive number of service requests by the edge server. The
second cost source is related to the number of requests not
served by an edge server and has to be served by the cloud at
a higher cost. A few works target maximising revenue/profit
by focusing on cost and revenue.

Tables 9 and 10 present the design objectives of surveyed
papers and their addressed sub-problems.

D. TAXONOMY OF SOLUTIONS
We investigated the dynamic service placement solutions and
identified seven features that are further used to propose our
taxonomy of solutions (Figure 13).

1) SERVICE INSTANCE TYPE
Dynamic service placement solutions have to consider the
strengths and weaknesses of service instance packaging tech-
nologies. Aminor group of works declared their target service
instance type. These works mostly considered VMs technol-
ogy; however, there is a growing trend in using containeri-
sation technologies in recent works. In the third place, the
researchers utilised functions as a service.

2) CENTRALISED VS DISTRIBUTED
In a centralised scheme, the placement decision for all or a
group edge servers occurs in a single deciding entity. This
entity can be the back-end cloud, a centralised edge orches-
trator, or an ASP. The central entity has a global view of the
service demands, network status, and available resources in
each edge server which help to achieve optimum or near opti-
mum performance. However, the performance comes with
the cost of constant updating of the network status, service
demands, and available resources that are challenging in a
highly dynamic environment.

In the distributed (decentralised) scheme, each edge server
is responsible for its placement decisions according to its
local view. The nearby edge servers can also share their local
view to perform distributed cooperative placement.

A hybrid scheme is used in some works such as [87],
[173], [206], [208]. One strategy is to partially process the
required placement information in edge servers and forward
the results to a central entity to make the placement decision.
For instance, Wei et al. [206] use edge servers for mobility
prediction. A central entity predicts the number of future ser-
vice requests using a back propagation neural networkmodel.
Qian et al. [208] combine a centralised greedy method and
distributed learning method for service placement. Another
strategy is to process the global network-wide information in
a central entity and then use a distributed approach to make
the placement decisions. For example, Elbamby in [173]
introduces a hybrid approach in which a centralised con-
troller is used to cluster end-user nodes based on their spa-
tial proximity and mutual interest in popular tasks. Then,
distributing the tasks among cloudlets is performed by a
distributed matching game algorithm. Ouyang et al. [87] pro-
pose a hybrid approach that used the Lyapunov optimisation
technique to incorporate the long-term budget into a series
of real-time optimisation problems. Then, the users apply a
greedy heuristic to adopts the best response to optimise their
own placement decision.

3) COOPERATIVE VS UNCOOPERATIVE
The edge servers have limited resources. Designing an inde-
pendent placement decision for each edge server results in
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TABLE 9. Design objectives and covered sub-problems.
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TABLE 10. Design objectives and covered sub-problems (Continuation of Table 9).

an insufficient utilisation of resources [24], [237], especially
when nearby edge servers are under-load or two nearby edge
servers have cached similar services. The inefficiency illumi-
nates in cases with a high diversity of services [13].

In distributed placement scheme, cooperative placement
addresses the mentioned inefficiency by considering the sta-
tus of adjacent edge servers such as available resources,
network status, and service demands, and the cached ser-
vices to assist placement decisions of the neighbouring edge
servers. In other words, edge servers share their individ-
ual local information to build a neighbourhood local view
and use the view in their placement decisions. They may
also collaboratively decide which services to cache and
in which edge server. On the contrary, an edge server in
an uncooperative distributed placement scheme uses only
an individual local view such as its available resources,
the cached services, and service demands for placement
decisions.

4) MANAGING ENTITY
The surveyed works used a wide range of entities to manage
the service placement. We categorise these entities into three
main groups. It is worth noting that in hybrid methods, a com-
bination of these entities can be used.
• Central entity: The first group includes the entities
that have control over the whole network. Most of the
works used a central entity to manage dynamic service
placement, however due to the diversity in their system
models and network architectures this responsibility in
assigned to ASP [115], [116], [151], BBU [85], central
cloudlet manager [201], central controller [93], central
MEC server [114], cloud [4], [14], [22], [113], [169],
edge orchestrator [167], [190], micro base station [117],
network operator [204], service cache controller [81],
and SDN controller [85], [87].

• Edge server: The second group consists of entities that
can only cover part of the network. Some of these entities

are (MEC-enabled) base station [13], [46], [84], [105],
[118], [162], [168], [171], [172], control node [187],
edge cloud [10], [137], [206], [208], edge servers [3],
[83], [194], and in-network computing provider [160].

• User device: The controlling scope of the last group
[177], [189], [205] is a single network node in terms of
offloading tasks/services.

5) CACHING TYPE
The service caching policy can be reactive or proactive. The
service caching decision in the reactive case is made after
the service has been requested [24]. However, the caching
decision in the proactive case is based on the perdition of
request patterns. The prediction can be based on service
popularity estimations, or it can be according to the prediction
of demands for the next timewindow that are calculated based
on the demands in the current window [170].

6) CACHING DECISION
The deterministic schemes employ methods that will return
the same decision about which service has to be cached given
a particular input parameter. Nonetheless, the optimal cache
placement cannot consistently implement without errors [24].
On the other hand, probabilistic schemes use some degree
of randomness by using random distributions to capture
the uncertainty regarding the network dynamics and spatio-
temporal demand patterns.

7) OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
In the literature, a wide range of techniques are employed
for dynamic service placement methods. The methods used
these techniques to model the problem as well as introducing
novel solutions. Tables 11 and 12 present the optimisation
techniques for each work. It also shows that several works
combined different techniques. In the following, we review
these techniques.
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TABLE 11. Taxonomy of service placement solutions.
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TABLE 12. Taxonomy of service placement solutions (Continuation of Table 11).

a: APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM

Approximation algorithms are efficient algorithms that find
near-optimal (approximate) solutions to NP-hard optimisa-
tion problems. Wang et al. [169] propose an approximation
algorithm with polynomial time-complexity to find the ser-
vice placement online and in real-time. Ouyang et al. [87]
design an approximation algorithm based on Markov
approximation to obtain a near-optimal solution for real-
time service placement optimisation. Ning et al. [210] apply
distributed Markov approximation algorithm to determine
the service placement configurations. Poularakis et al. [172]
use an approximation approach (randomised rounding tech-
nique) that achieves provably close-to-optimal performance.
Yin et al. [85] use a randomised rounding technique to gener-
ate multiple promising solution candidates as initial feasible
ones, further improved by the hill-climbing strategy to find a
near-optimal solution with high probability.

b: AUCTION-BASED
This class of techniques are used in buyer/seller or sup-
ply/demand situations to regulate the monetary interactions.
Luo et al. [150] adapt the forward auction that deals with
multiple buyers (smart devices) and a single seller, which
offers the computational resource. To perform robust resource
allocation, Tasiopoulos et al. [160] utilise the Vickrey-
English-Dutch auction applied where the demand/supply
conditions evolve over time and develop the unique min-
imum, competitive equilibrium prices. Li et al. [157] pro-
vide a cooperative method that encourages edge clouds to
truthfully disclose workload and resource cost by utilising a
reverse auction mechanism.

c: CONVEX OPTIMIZATION

Liu et al. [190] use convex optimisation theory to solve the
multi-object optimisation problem of minimising the overall
service latency while maximising the total analytics accuracy

TABLE 13. Considered resource types (P:Processing, S:Storage,
M:Memory, B:Bandwidth, E:Energy).

of the mobile AR users. Xing et al. [180] use the semi-
definite programming method (semi-definite relaxation) to
solve joint computation offloading and caching optimisation
problem.

d: DATA MINING

Frequent pattern mining is a data mining technique used
in [206] to discover frequent movement patterns of mobile
users by tracking their location, speed, and directions.

e: FUZZY LOGIC

This method is mainly used to cope with the rapidly changing
uncertain systems. Low computation complexity is one of the
advantages of this method, essential in online and real-time
problems. Sonmez et al. [167] use this method to solve the
workload orchestration problem in edge computing systems.

f: GAME THEORY

This theory provides powerful tools for designing dis-
tributed mechanisms by offering a wide range of games for
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FIGURE 13. Taxonomy of dynamic service placement solutions.

different circumstances. Several works used game-theoretic
approaches. Li et al. [185] use a sequential game to

formulate the offloading decision. Zhang et al. [151] apply a
multi-person non-cooperative game where multiple service
providers compete for revenue to study the selfish manner
of service providers. Chen et al. [84] apply the coalitional
game to study small base station (SBS) coalition formation
and the associated workload offloading decisions. Later, the
authors in [13] employ the coalitional game to understand
the strategic selfish behaviour of base stations that may be
reluctant to participate in the collaborative edge system and
then investigated how to incentivised them to form coali-
tions. Xu et al. [162] apply a coalition formation game to
minimise the social cost of all network service providers.
Ma et al. [83] introduce a three-sided cyclic game (3CG)
involving users (to select preferred services), edge nodes
(select high-value users), and service providers (to select cost-
effective edge nodes). Chen et al. [189] propose a strategic
game for achieving efficient computation offloading decision
making among multiple mobile device users for mobile-edge
cloud computing. Liu et al. [164] apply the Stackelberg game
to formulate the interactions among cloud service operator
and edge server owners to maximise the utilities of cloud
service operator and edge server owners. Yan et al. [163] also
employ the Stackelberg game of incomplete information for
managing service caching and task offloading.

g: GRAPH-BASED
Several works used graph theory-based methods, includ-
ing graph colouring, minimal cut, and maximal match-
ing. Chen et al. [13] introduce a method based on parallel
Gibbs sampling that uses graph colouring to optimise service
placement decisions. Zhang et al. [170] use graph-theoretic
minimal cuts to contribute to dynamic service placement
problem for VR group gaming. Wang et al. [199], [200] for-
mulate a combinatorial optimisation problem and construct
a graph to encode all the costs. Then, they convert the
cost optimisation into a graph cut problem and use max-
flow algorithms to solve minimal cut. Jia et al. [95] address
maximising the number of admitted service requests, while
minimising their admission cost by reducing the problem to
a series of minimum weight maximum matching in auxil-
iary bipartite graphs. Xia et al. [195] reduce the task offload-
ing problem (decision about local execution, offloading to
the local cloudlet, or offloading to the remote cloud) to a
weighted maximum matching problem in a bipartite graph to
solve it.

h: HEURISTICS
In optimisation problems, a heuristic is a technique that aims
at solving a problem more quickly than traditional methods
by trading completeness, accuracy, being optimum, or pre-
cision for speed. Some work use heuristic methods in their
proposed approaches namely greedy heuristics [14], [81],
[86], [87], [113], [123], [152], [155], [169], [177], [184],
[201], [208], popularity-based [173], [178], [183], retrospec-
tive download [10], [194], and branch and bound [94].
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i: INTEGER PROGRAMMING

Integer programming is amathematical optimisation program
in which some or all of the variables are restricted to be
integers. Various forms of this technique are applied includ-
ing Integer linear programming [4], [46], [96], [162], [184],
[187], [191], mixed-integer linear programming [15], [85],
[137], [155], [166], [174], [182], and mixed-integer nonlinear
programming [176], [190], [192].

j: LYAPUNOV OPTIMIZATION

Lyapunov is a classical stochastic optimisation framework
which splits dependent decisions (asymptotically optimally,
as opposed to optimally) into deterministic optimisation
problems solved at every time slot [198]. It is extensively
used in control theory to ensure different stability forms of
a dynamic system. These work [22], [23], [46], [82], [87],
[157], [171], [176], [198], [200], [204], [210] formulate their
problem as a Lyapunov optimisation.

k: MATCHING THEORY

Matching theory is a mathematical framework that optimally
matches the elements of two distinct sets according to their
individual preferences. It is used in combinatorial problems
in which members of one set are interested in forming
matching pairs with the other set. Yu et al. [168] transform
the service placement problem into a matching problem to
optimise service placement decisions and the association
between BS and user device. Chiti et al. [93] formulated the
virtual function placement problem as a matching game with
externalities between virtual functions and hosting nodes.
Elbamby et al. [173] apply a matching game between user
nodes and cloudlets where the user requests are matched to
serving cloudlets.

l: META-HEURISTICS
This class of approaches can potentially provide a sufficiently
good solution to problems with large solution spaces that
cannot be explored thoroughly. Two naturally-inspired meth-
ods (genetic algorithms and artificial bee colony) are used
in [181] to optimise re-deployment solutions in microser-
vice system. Zhao et al. [179] apply a genetic-based method
to obtain the asymptotically optimal solution for redundant
service placement problem. Maia et al. [156] introduce a
genetic algorithm to solve their multi-objective placement
problem that emphasises latency-sensitive applications. They
also use a genetic algorithm to distribute the load of an
application placed in different locations [159]. Simulated
annealing is another meta-heuristics approach used in the
literature. Bhamare et al. [94] apply simulated annealing as a
probabilistic technique to approximate the global minimum
solution which is accepted if all the latency and capacity
constraints are within the acceptable range with probability
one. The hill-climbing technique is another metaheuristic
method used in [85] to improve initial promising candidate
solutions developed by the randomised rounding technique.

m: MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

Model predictive control framework is used for solving online
control problems. Zhang et al. [151] introduce a model pre-
dictive control based method to provide an online adaptive
control mechanism to reduce service provider costs, includ-
ing resource allocation and reconfiguration costs for dynamic
service placement. Zhang et al. [170] investigate provision-
ing problem of services that face prohibitive bandwidth and
the stringent delay requirements by using a model predic-
tive control framework to construct an online predictions
algorithm.

n: NEURAL NETWORK

For online prediction of the most popular services,
Wei et al. [206] apply a neural network model in which the
training process is based on the back-propagation algorithm.
The prediction model is further used in a service cache
selection algorithm.

o: REGRESSION
Linear regression is used in [113] to predict the number
of user devices for all service types in a future time slot.
The online prediction is combined with the service caching
strategy to dynamically make caching decisions.

p: REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Multiple works formulate their research problems as a multi-
armed bandit (MAB) problem and use reinforcement learn-
ing methods. Ouyang et al. [205] formulate the dynamic
service placement problem as a contextual MAB problem
to cope with the unavailable future system information
and unknown system dynamics and then use Thompson-
sampling based online learning method to address the prob-
lem. Chen et al. [116] formulate combinatorial contextual
bandit learning problem to address the unknown and fluctu-
ating service demand among changing user populations and
make optimal spatial-temporal dynamic edge service place-
ment decisions. In another work [115], they apply contextual
combinatorial multi-armed bandit to study the problem of
edge resource rental to an ASP in which the ASP learns
service demand patterns for individual edge servers. Some
of the works model their research problem as a Markov
decision process and use reinforcement learning techniques.
Chen et al. [117] model the data-intensive application edge
deployment problem as a Markov decision process and use
a deep reinforcement learning strategy to formulate the
optimal policy to maximise the long-term discount reward.
Plachy et al. [124] use reward function from the Markov
decision process to predict user mobility and design a cooper-
ative algorithm for dynamic VM placement. Nath et al. [191]
introduce an orchestration framework that uses Bayesian
Optimisation-based iterative reinforcement learning algo-
rithm to find out a micro-service allocation according to
the current workload. Hao et al. [197] propose a deep rein-
forcement learning method to maximise long-term average
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delay reduction. Lan et al. [175] devise a deep reinforcement
learning-based method to minimise task processing time and
long-term energy utilisation.

q: UTILITY MAXIMIZATION

Samanta et al. [114] model adaptive service offloading as a
utility maximisation problem to maximise the revenue (min-
imise price) and service utilisation (minimise the service
latency) by considering the service priority of edge devices.

E. INSIGHTS
The literature review on dynamic service placement methods
reveals that aminority embraces particular service packaging.
From those, a small portion measures the associate costs of
transferring service instances regarding instances’ download-
ing time, required bandwidth, and launch time. This over-
simplification raises concerns over the practicality of these
methods. Our survey also shows that most methods assume
edge server heterogeneity and service heterogeneity from
a research directions viewpoint. However, privacy/security
issues and service inter-operation do not receive appropriate
attention from the researchers. The trending micro-service
architecture and the growing concerns over GDPR magnify
the importance of these research directions. Our analysis of
design objectives also indicates that improving service-level
QoS is the most popular objective, and most researchers tend
to introduce some other objectives alongside QoS improve-
ment. However, it is essential to investigate the method’s
overheads on various resources (e.g., processing, bandwidth,
energy) and minimise them as side objectives. From the
resource management perspective, we learn that the process-
ing resource is the most important, while energy and memory
are the least focused. Themovement towards reducing carbon
footprint by cloud infrastructure and edge servers motivates
investigating the energy efficiency of the dynamic service
placement methods.

VII. APPLICATION LAYER PERSPECTIVE
This section focuses on the application layer perspective of
the dynamic service placement problem.

QoS is the primary concern in dynamic service placement
methods from an application viewpoint, including QoS levels
and factors. Application QoS can typically be categorised
into three levels [239]. The first level is guaranteed services
(hard QoS) that have strict hard real-time QoS guarantees.
This level is suitable for safety-critical applications such as
remote surgery. The second level is soft QoS that does not
require hard real-time guarantees but needs to reconfigure and
replace failed services. Finally, the last level is the best effort,
where there are no guarantees when a service fails.

According to the surveyed papers, time-related QoS factors
receive much attention compared to others. Some of these
factors, such as application response time and user-perceived
latency, are applied to both soft QoS and hard QoS. Other
factors such as the worst application completion time and the
number of applications in outage focus on hard QoS. The

next group of QoS factors concentrates on throughput and
resource utilisation, namely processing, network, and energy
resources. It shows how effectively the edge nodes are being
used and that the load is being spread evenly across them, and
no one edge node is overloaded. Modern applications, such
as augmented reality and autonomous vehicles, have massive
network throughput. Energy efficiency is a concern to both
users and edge infrastructure providers. Security is another
QoS factor that is addressed in a few work. With the new
legislation, such as GDPR, privacy concerns are becoming as
essential as other security factors when developing a service
placement method.

MEC enables the processing of exabytes of data near where
it is required and generated. Such proximity benefits applica-
tions from different domains as they can address challenges
regarding data volume, interoperability, and latency [240].
In the following, we review these application domains that
can benefit from dynamic service placement mechanisms to
address these challenges effectively and efficiently use the
available resources in MEC architectures.

A. ONLINE GAMING
Cloud gaming applications provide mobile users with the
required computation resources for offloading the game run-
ning and rendering then play the game video sent back [20].
However, the latency requirement plays a critical role in QoE,
where the latency of more than 30–50 msec will result in
degradation of gaming quality [77], especially in first-person
shooter games. The MEC environment can address this limi-
tation by designing the workflow of gaming and placing tasks
onto suitable infrastructures [20].

B. AUGMENTED/VIRTUAL REALITY
The AR, VR, and their combination, known as mixed reality
(MR), are a new way of interacting with the virtual world that
can be applied in various use cases, including telepresence,
tourism industry, smart transportation networks, and robotic-
assisted surgeries [72]. The services which are employing
these technologies can benefit from dynamic service place-
ment to facilitate interactive features and fulfil their strin-
gent latency requirement. Dynamic service placement must
deal with different requirements and objectives when orches-
trating services and managing resources in such applica-
tions. Liu et al. [190] propose an edge network orchestrator
to enable fast and accurate object analytics at the edge for
mobile augmented reality (MAR). This orchestrator decides
when to offload computation tasks to edge servers according
to their proximity using a server assignment and frame reso-
lution (FACT) algorithm. This algorithm looks for the deci-
sion that optimises network latency, computation latency and
objects analysis accuracy. Wang et al. [199], [200] consider
social VR applications and investigate the problem of placing
service entities. The applications consist of two parts: service
entity (SE) and client entity (CE). The CE is placed on a
user device and is responsible for monitoring user behaviours
and displaying the video frames rendered by the SE. The
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SE is the user’s personal data bundle and takes care of the
user state and computation-intensive tasks. The placement of
service entities is challenging because the edge servers have
different activation and running costs. Moreover, whenever
users update their scenes and interacting with each other
in social VR applications, SEs have to exchange metadata
with the associated CEs and other SEs. The authors devise
a solution based on the s − t cut problem in graph theory.
Zhang et al. [170] study mobile VR group gaming services
and address dynamic rendering-module placement problem
in a distributed rendering architecture where individual ren-
dering module (IRM) renders player-specific foregrounds.
The common background environments are rendered by com-
mon rendering module (CRM). According to the system
architecture, each player runs an IRM on the mobile VR
device. However, the placement of CRM modules is chal-
lenging due to multiple intertwined conflicting system objec-
tives, including optimising the service’s operational cost and
the users’ end-to-end performance. The authors model this
problem as the minimal s− t cut problem in graph theory and
propose an online placement problem that uses themodel pre-
dictive control (MPC) technique. Zhang et al. [216] address
how to distribute the work among the user device, edge
servers, and the cloud infrastructure in massively multiplayer
online games (MMOGs) that use VR technologies. They
apply the Markov decision process in the devised service
placement algorithm dynamically places a user’s gaming ser-
vice on edge servers while the user moves through different
access points.

C. VIDEO ANALYTICS
Real-time video analytics is widely used in traffic cameras,
surveillance cameras, smartphones, in-vehicle cameras, and
drone cameras. These applications are compute-intensive,
and real-time processing is challenging for resource-
constrained edge devices [207]. Besides, processing the
videos in a cloud infrastructure requires significant band-
width and results in a noticeable latency [184]. The placement
of video analytic services in edge servers can be a solution for
real-time video analytic [168]. Aral et al. [207] use a video
streaming scenario to study the effect of different deployment
solutions, such as Cloud, CDN, and Edge, on user response
time.

D. SMART CITY SERVICES
Smart cities provide services from different domains
(e.g., public transport, traffic monitoring, location ser-
vices, intelligent public spaces, energy-saving, public safety,
and emergency services) to support citizens’ daily activ-
ities [4], [241]. Such services are likely to be deployed
in large, dynamic, heterogeneous, and distributed environ-
ments that require dynamic service placement to satisfy cit-
izens’ needs [42], [242], [243]. The collaboration among
edge servers supports the application services that require
processing a large volume of geographically distributed
data [72], [244]. Location-based service can benefit from

dynamic service placement to adapt to the spatio-temporal
demand pattern changes. Moreover, edge servers at user
proximity can offer their computational resources to reduce
service latency and provide fast smartphone-based services
to emergency-related departments [74]. Velasquez et al. [4]
propose a modular architecture for IoT services placement
in smart cities, which considers the dynamic network traf-
fic. A service orchestrator estimates future network traffic
based on historical network status and decides the strategy
to follow. The placement module uses this strategy together
with an ILP solver to minimise the traffic when placing
services.

E. VEHICULAR APPLICATIONS
MEC is a technology enabler for several vehicular applica-
tion use cases [40]. Dynamic service placement can address
the mobility challenges of vehicular applications [87] by
selecting the closest node to the user for service place-
ment [245]. It can provide high availability for safety-critical
service [179], computation resources for compute-intensive
use cases (e.g., autonomous driving), and low latency com-
munication for V2X use cases (e.g., grouping-based coop-
erative driving, vehicle platooning, and sharing various
information, including state map, environment, and traffics).

F. HEALTHCARE
Mobile health applications have a noticeable effect on our
daily life. The utilisation of low-power wearable and medical
sensors requires further processing and storage for monitor-
ing health-related data and tracking records. The edge servers
can provide these processing resources, especially when
ultra-low latency is required. Moreover, humanoid robots
sitting next to an older person may need a quick response
time to offer by using edge servers [72]. Remote surgery
is another use case, especially when collaborations among
surgeons present in different locations is required.

G. FACTORY AUTOMATION
Automatic and real-time control of machines and sys-
tems, known as factory automation, is a potential area
that can employ both 5G and MEC to reduce latency
and increase network reliability [77]. Edge servers can
support lightweight industrial Internet of things (IIoT)
devices by bringing computing resources close to them.
Some use cases include process automation, human-machine
interfaces, logistics and warehousing, and monitoring and
maintenance [76].

H. TACTILE INTERNET
This is the next evolution of IoT characterised by reliabil-
ity, ultra-low latency with extremely high availability, and
security that combines various technologies, including 5G
and MEC [76]. Some candidate tactile Internet applications
that can benefit from dynamic service placement are robotics,
telepresence, and teleoperation.
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I. INSIGHTS
Our literature review shows that most researchers consider
generic applications for their methods. However, online gam-
ing, MR, factory automation, and vehicular applications have
unique characteristics that cannot be captured in a generic
scenario. We learn that scenario-based solutions such as
online gaming, smart city surveillance, and autonomous driv-
ing can present a valuable context for capturing various
aspects of the dynamic service placement problem.

VIII. EVALUATION METHODS
This section focuses on the evaluation metrics and method-
ologies considered in the literature for evaluating the dynamic
service placement solutions.

A. EVALUATION METRICS
Evaluation metrics are used to report or demonstrate the
relative performance of the proposed service placement tech-
nique(s). We classify these metrics into the following groups.

1) TIME-RELATED METRICS
This group of metrics concentrate on time-related factors of
QoS and user experience. These metrics are time variable
(reported values change over time under the same settings);
hence they are usually observed repeatedly and reported using
the minimum and maximum, mean, standard deviation, and
percentile summaries.

• User-Perceived Latency: It refers to the time
quantification of a delay elapsed between a service
request and the response received [87], [204], [205].
Some similar metrics are also reported in the literature,
including response time [153], [174], [192], [193], [206]
and service latency [114], [178], [183].

• Round-Trip Delay: The time taken by a client
request to reach the (MEC) system, getting executed and
then results returned to the client [246]. Similar metrics
such as an end to end latency [186] and network latency
[201], [207] are also reported in the literature.

• Execution time: This metric shows the amount of
time spent to process a computational task (e.g., fulfil
a user request) [95], [114], [150], [160], [207], [209],
which is also referred to as completion time [93], [94].

2) RESOURCE UTILISATION AND OVERHEADS
With the availability of limited resources, an essential objec-
tive of dynamic service placement methods in a MEC envi-
ronment is to optimise resource utilisation while satisfying
the QoS requirements of services. Many studies use the
term cost metrics to demonstrate the efficiency of proposed
technique(s) by measuring the utilisation of available hard-
ware resources while performing user tasks while considering
dynamic service placement.

• Network utilisation: The amount of network
bandwidth utilised to perform user tasks by applying
a dynamic service placement method [96]. Some work

uses network throughput [148], [172] and backhaul traf-
fic [188] to evaluate network usage.

• CPU utilisation: The amount of CPU used (usu-
ally measured in percentage) over time to complete
user-requested services by applying a dynamic service
placement method [152], [167], [171], [172], [178]. VM
utilisation is another similar metric used in [167].

• Memory utilisation: The amount of memory
(measured in MBs) utilised to fulfil user-requested
service by applying a dynamic service placement
method [191].

• Energy consumption: The energy consumption
metric comprises several items, and it is used both as
a performance metric and a constraint. Xing et al. [180]
use local execution, task offloading, computation
uploading, and remote execution energy consumption.
Lan et al. [175] consider the consumed energy for
device task offload, communication between RSUs,
and communication between RSU and the cloud.
Xu et al. cite129 model the energy consummation for
both broadcast and point to point communication. The
authors in [171] model base station’s computation
energy consumption.

• Service switching cost: This metric mea-
sures the overheads to allocate various resources and
deactivate services due to the reconfiguration of services
in an edge server [14], [113], [166], [170], [205].

3) THROUGHPUT
This group of metrics concentrates on the number/rate of
service processing in edge servers [198].

• The number of served/admitted service
requests:The resource-constrained edge servers can
host and process a limited number of services. This
metric measures the throughput of these edge servers
in terms of the number of served services or the number
of served users [184]. Since the response time of the
services running in edge servers are shorted than the
ones executing in the cloud, the goal is to maximise
the number of served/admitted services in edge servers
[95], [155]. This metric can show the number of fulfilled
service requests considering their stringent tolerable
delays (satisfaction rate [137]).

• Rejected requests: The metric is applied in
cases where service requests have maximum tolerable
delays, and they are prone to fail due to various types
of delay (e.g., network delay, processing delay, queuing
delay) [151]. Some of the other similar metrics are:
unsatisfied service request [94], failed tasks [167], and
deadline violation [156], [159].

• Cache hit rate: This metric calculates the per-
centage of service requests satisfied by the edge server
over the total number of requests. The higher hit rate
shows that more service requests have benefited from
service caching [81], [105], [173], [193].
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• Forwarded traffic load: The number of ser-
vice requests forwarded to the cloud is a performance
metric of a dynamic service placement method in which
reducing the number of forwards or the forwarded traffic
leads to performance improvement [113], [168].

• Average queue length: Edge servers maintain
queue(s) of unfinished task requests, which can be used
as an evaluation metric [157], [158], [203].

4) REVENUE
Application service providers rent their required resources
and receive revenues from users by processing their service
requests. This group of metrics aims to evaluate this aspect of
dynamic service placement solutions [161].

• Minimise monetary cost: This metric is used
to evaluate the cost of renting the edge server resources
by application service providers [117], [156], [159],
[169], [200]. The metric is generally used in a combi-
nation of other metrics such as time-related ones.

• Maximise profit: Application service providers
make a profit by processing user services while covering
their service placement costs. This metric evaluates the
gained total profit due to dynamic service placement
[46], [83], [85], [154], [160].

B. EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
Performance evaluation of the proposed techniques is carried
out using two different environment settings: simulationmod-
elling and realistic scenarios. Some studies have also carried
out evaluation using mathematical models [148]. In the fol-
lowing, we outline and briefly describe these environments.

1) SIMULATORS
Evaluating the service placement strategies in a simulation
environment is preferred when the realistic infrastructure is
not available. Researchers also opt for simulation to avoid the
setup cost and the over-complicated process of setting up the
dynamic infrastructure. This choice also becomes inevitable
when running repeated experiments require infrastructure
reconfigurations multiple times [250]. However, simulating a
realistic environment is itself a complex process. In literature,
several simulation frameworks are utilised by researchers
for demonstrating the viability of their proposed solutions.
Harnessing the use of a particular simulation framework
is intensely driven by the application needs. Many generic
tools and programming environments like Matlab, JAVA, and
Python are also used for developing and running simulations.
In the following, we describe some popular simulation tool
and frameworks reported in the literature.

a: CLOUDSIM
CloudSim is a simulation toolkit for simulating cloud
computing infrastructure and application provisioning envi-
ronments [251]. CloudSim has a long known and reliable
codebase, and the research community has broadly used it

for performing simulations with standard cloud computing
scenarios. However, CloudSim does not support simulation of
IoT and edge environment. Nevertheless, extending the core
functionalities (e.g., the components and its event-based com-
munication mechanism among those components) offered
by CloudSim, many simulation frameworks for edge (and
Fog) computing are built on top of this simulator. Contain-
erCloudSim, implemented as an extension of CloudSim, is a
simulation architecture for containerised clouds [252].

b: IFOGSIM
The iFogSim simulation toolkit enables the modelling of
IoT and Fog environments [253]. The iFogSim simulator is
built on top of the CloudSim simulation framework. It allows
users to simulate IoT applications and measure the impact
(e.g., latency, energy and resource consumption) of resource
management techniques in IoT and Fog/edge environments
under different scenarios. A more recent version of the sim-
ulator named iFogSim2 offers service migration and cluster
formation while enabling microservice orchestration [254].

c: EDGECLOUDSIM
The EdgeCloudSim simulator is also built on top of the
CloudSim framework [255]. Unlike iFogSim, EdgeCloudSim
supports the device mobility model as well as realistic
load generation functionality. EdgeCloudSim allows users to
simulate edge computing scenarios in which multiple edge
servers can run in coordination with cloud solutions through
its orchestration support.

d: IOTSIM-EDGE
IoTSim-Edge is another simulation framework that extends
the capabilities of CloudSim to enable modelling the
behaviour of IoT and edge computing environments [250].
IoTSim-Edge provides a composite simulation environment
for IoT-edge application scenarios by supporting battery-
oriented energy modelling, heterogeneous IoT devices
and edge communication protocols, device mobility, and
resources provisioning modelling. Unlike EdgeCloudSim,
IoTSim-Edge also supports application composition mod-
elling of IoT applications.

e: OMNET++
The OMNeT++ (a well-known) simulation framework pro-
vides an extensive set of libraries that can be used to sim-
ulate and test network functions and protocols [256], [257].
Domain-specific functionality is provided by model frame-
works that are developed as independent modules. Numerous
extensions are available for real-time simulation, network
emulation, database integration, and several other functions.
Many researchers use OMNeT++ to model specific network
scenarios for IoT-edge applications.

f: FOGNETSIM++
FogNetSim++, designed on the top of OMNet++, enables
researchers to incorporate customised mobility models and
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TABLE 14. Service placement evaluation methods & reported performance metrics.

Fog node scheduling algorithms and manage handover
mechanisms [258]. FogNetSim++ allows integration of
OMNet++ modules. It allows the modelling of network
characteristics (e.g., error rate and data rate), device mobility
modelling, Fog node scheduling algorithms and management
of task handover mechanisms.

Other simulators that allow modelling the Fog infrastruc-
ture [259], [260] and test dynamic service placement in
mobile micro-clouds [246], [247] are also proposed in the
literature. While there is a wide range of simulators available
for cloud computing and the network domain, few can be
used to simulate Fog and edge computing scenarios. In the
recent past, numerous simulation tools have been developed
to simulate IoT and edge computing scenarios. Many of these
tools have extended functionalities from existing cloud and
network simulation frameworks.

2) TESTBEDS
Several researchers deploy a cluster of small single-board
computing devices as testbeds when building large and
expensive testbeds may not be an option [86]. For example,
authors in [148] have carried out small testbed experiments
using Raspberry Pi devices and an Intel application server
with Xeon CPU. Similarly, researchers in [261] deployed a
testbed using Raspberry Pi nodes and HPC nodes for evaluat-
ing their proposed service placement approach. There are also
few real-world and flexible testbeds available that support
the evaluation and experimentation of a wide variety of other
research and innovation works. In the following, we provide
a brief overview of these testbeds.

a: PLANETLAB
PlanetLab [262] is an open platform for developing, deploy-
ing, and accessing planetary-scale services. A testbed has a
collection of machines (1000+ nodes) distributed worldwide
(500+ locations). PlanetLab serves the research community
as a testbed for overlay networks where researchers can run
experiments various services. Researchers can experiment
with new services and models under real-world conditions
on a large scale. PlanetLab allows multiple services to run
concurrently and continuously, each in its slice of PlanetLab.
With hundreds of research projects hosted on PlanetLab,
some studies in service placement have also utilised this
testbed [263]–[265]. PlanetLab was officially shut down in
May 2020 [266].

b: FIT/IOT-LAB
The FIT IoT-LAB testbed [267] is an open testbed composed
of over 1500+ low-power wireless nodes available for exper-
imenting with large-scale wireless IoT technologies. The
IoT-LAB testbed is spread in 6 different sites across France.
These sites feature different node and hardware capabilities,
available through the single web portal and common REST
interfaces.

c: GRID’5000
Grid’5000 [268] is a large-scale testbed for experiment-
driven research with more focused on parallel and distributed
computing. Grid’5000 provides access to 800+ compute
nodes (grouped into homogeneous clusters spread in 10 sites
in France) for experimental research on large future infras-
tructures. In 2018, Grid’5000 was merged with FIT to build
the super infrastructure for large-scale experimental com-
puter science (SILECS) [269].

d: FED4FIRE+
Federation for FIRE plus (Fed4FIRE+) [270] is a successor
of the Fed4FIRE project. It is developed under the European
Union’s Programme Horizon 2020, offering the largest fed-
eration worldwide of next generation Internet (NGI) testbeds
to support experimentally driven research on networking ser-
vices and applications, such as optical networking, wireless
networking, SDN, cloud computing, Fog computing, data
science applications, smart cities, etc.

3) THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Several studies, for example [14], [15], [22], [114], [123],
[150], [169], [180], [205], [271], also theoretically analyse
the performance of the proposed dynamic service placement
algorithms. This approach is often followed by simulation
experiments to demonstrate the viability of proposed solu-
tions. Table 14 summarises the selected works for the pro-
posed evaluation approaches.

C. REAL-WORLD DATA
Some researchers use real-world data to evaluate the perfor-
mance of their proposed service placement methods.We cate-
gorise the real-world data into edge server locations, mobility
traces, and service requests.
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1) EDGE SERVER LOCATIONS
The locations of cell towers are used as edge server loca-
tions in [155] based on the taxicab traces [272] gathered in
2009. Several works use the locations of Starbucks shops in
Beijing [123], Manhattan island [123], New York City [199],
and Los Angeles [199] as edge server locations since these
shops usually can achieve a decent coverage for users.
Zhao et al. [179] use real-world data based on the geolocation
information of base stations and end-users within the Mel-
bourne CBD area contained in the EUA dataset [273]. This
dataset is used in [235] too.

2) MOBILITY TRACES
Several mobility traces are used in the literature.
Researchers [14] use the trajectories of the taxis and the infor-
mation of users’ journeys to commute the metro collected on
May 21st 2014, in Shenzhen city. In [170], the anonymised
data traces containing 5,000 users’ signalling data logs in the
city of Guangzhou provided by one of the largest telecom
carriers in China collected from November 15th through 21st,
2015. A dataset of 536 taxis in 30 days is utilised in [246] that
includes the time, latitude, longitude, altitude, and occupancy
data [274]. Wei et al. [206] use the GPS trajectory dataset
fromMicrosoft Research Asia [275] and user trajectory from
call detail records (CDR), which published by Orange [276].
The taxicab traces dataset [272] is used in [155] by extract-
ing the traces of 36 users over 520 minutes with location
updates every 10 minutes. Ma et al. [204] employ mobile
users’ traces using Twidere (an open-source Android Twit-
ter). Their dataset includes 100 users with the consecutive
locations obtained from the GPS timestamp. Aral et al. [207]
implement a mobility model based on real-world check-ins
that provide the temporal and spatial information of check-in
behaviours in people’s daily lives, including user’s ID, check-
in time, check-in location, and POI information. The data
is authorised by a Chinese online service provider Tencent
and includes over 37 million check-in records in the dataset,
generated by over 350 thousand users during the second half
of 2013 [207].

3) SERVICE REQUESTS
The real-world data for service demand workload can be
obtained from several sources. Chen et al. [115] use the ser-
vice demand trace dataset (AuverGrid) collected by the grid
workloads archive (GWA) [277] that includes around 400,000
task requests of 5 grids that provide computational sup-
port for e-Science. The authors assume grids corresponds
to small base stations in the edge network. By assuming
videos correspond services, Yang et al. [14] use the Youtube
dataset [278] that contains 10,324 videos crawled from the
Youtube website on Mar 2nd, 2007. Researchers [15], [81],
[237] use a dataset from Google cluster [279] that includes
two kinds of data in the log files. The first is the Job-event
log files that show the services that users request, and the
second is the Task-event log files that show the resources

required by the services. Zhang et al. [151] use the Worldcup
98 dataset that contains HTTP requests for a total duration
of 92 days which includes several occurrences of demand
spikes. Farhadi et al. [155] use a wireless trace [272] con-
taining transmission timestamps generated by five differ-
ent applications from 36 wireless devices to produce user
requests. Chen et al. [116] use the data collected in [280] that
contains the context information of a total of 10,208 end-
users and their demand for 23 types of mobile applications.
It is a helpful dataset for studying the link between the
demand for mobile applications and user context information.
Cicconetti et al. [148] use the dataset introduces in [281] con-
taining the Internet activity with a 10 min granularity. The
data is used to set a load of each cell over time. Xu et al. [46]
extract a sample of user information from the dataset of
NYC Wi-Fi hotspot locations [282] to learn the location,
time, service status, and other characteristics of each request.
Narayana et al. [165] use trace-data obtained from a Google
Cluster with requests for four types of jobs/services.

D. INSIGHTS
In the recent past, research interest in the area of edge com-
puting has gained significant momentum. Newly developed
techniques and algorithms require extensive validation before
the real-world deployment. Researchers and developers are
looking for realistic ways to evaluate and demonstrate the
viability of service placement approaches in the edge comput-
ing environments. Use of scalable real-world infrastructure
is the most effective approach undoubtedly. However, unlike
the cloud, deployment of edge computing infrastructure takes
place in a highly distributed manner (and has high cost),
which makes it challenging to harness in the real-world
for experimentation purposes. Aforementioned real-world
testbeds such as PlanetLab, FIT, FED4Fire+ etc. are available
which support the experimentation of wide variety of research
works. However, in these settings, modification and tuning of
system parameters is an over-complicated process and there
are long delays before researchers get their turn for running
experiments. Moreover, testbeds do not represent a scalable,
heterogeneous, and distributed edge infrastructure.

Due to such constraints, a number of simulation
tools/frameworks have been developed which allow
researchers to simulate the edge computing environments and
test their approaches with different environment configura-
tions. Several simulation tools are presented in literature but
iFogSim is used by most of researchers for simulating the
edge (and Fog) computing environments. However, there are
threats to validity that can emerge from simulated evalua-
tions [283], [284]. For example, real-world conditions can
affect the network conditions between edge servers, service
execution time, and number of services requested at a given
time. Hence, more granular model of simulation environment
can reduce this validation gap. Furthermore, real-world data
such as edge server locations, mobility traces, and service
requests may be used when simulating a scenario. Despite
the plethora of available simulation tools, they are limited in
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terms of their functionalities and lack proper documentations,
hence, developing a granular simulation model becomes a
complicated task.

IX. OPEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
This section introduces open issues and potential enhance-
ments of dynamic service placement methods in the MEC
environment. Multi-access edge computing needs a paradigm
shift in how services are dynamically placed, deployed, and
executed. As different applications will need different ser-
vice requirements for quality performance, new techniques
with improved capacity, intelligent traffic and steering solu-
tions will have to be developed and integrated to meet strin-
gent requirements. Complexity and heterogeneity in 5G also
impose the requirements for network operation management.
Service providers can bridge the gap between the network
layer and the service-enabling stack necessary to translate
and define the differentiated services into the underlying
parameters for the network orchestrator. This can put ser-
vice providers in a solid position to manage the challenges
associated with service deployment on the run to monetise
successfully. Consequently, this also brings new challenges
to address and fix operators’ newly developed service avail-
ability mode in the ‘‘edge + AI + 5G’’ network.
We highlight several open issues and challenges that

require extra attention in future work.

A. NETWORKING
1- Future applications and services in 5G/B5Gwill increas-

ingly rely on AI. Besides, intelligence at the edge is
necessary to automate and control network functional-
ities in RANs. Such near real-time applications can lead
to the development of new radio intelligent controllers
(RIC). To support these stateful and session-oriented
applications, 5G MEC need to rely on network archi-
tectures beyond IP. ICN is a potential candidate with
its apparent benefits such as fast and efficient service
delivery and improved reliability. Both academic and
industrial standardisation bodies need to push forward
the ICN enabled edge integration for 5G.

2- Integrating edge will surely increase the 5G network
infrastructure cost. The extreme cost option will be if
an edge is implemented at every base station site, with
likely thousands of sites per MNO (Level 1). In contrast,
edge deployment at RAN aggregation points or points
of presence PoPs) will reduce edge sites to a scale of
hundreds per MNO and cost significantly. However,
the most cost-effective solution would be deployment
at a few tens of EPC sites and extensive central office
facilities, but it may result in a trade-off service avail-
ability and latency. Although there is a hype about the
1-millisecond latency targets (theoretical), latency levels
in the 10-12 millisecond range are more likely. This
latency requirement will eventually rely on fibre and
optical switching in the transport network infrastructure.

3- Shifting from hardware to software platforms can sim-
plify the multi-tenancy support where multiple ser-
vices/applications from different use cases can be
accommodated using a common SDN/NFV-based 5G
infrastructure system as discussed in Sections V-B1
and V-B2. The network sharing paradigm through net-
work slicing enables multiple VNFs to be configured
on the same NFV platform but creates management
problems of large network slices. It is to be noted that
the dynamic resource sharing of network slice among
tenants would make network resource utilisation more
flexible and efficient. This calls for the development of
intelligent scheduling algorithms to allocate resources
among slices dynamically. Moreover, the VNFs place-
ment within the slice, intra-slice management, and inter-
slice management problems need vital efforts to realise
the network slicing effectiveness in 5G networks.

B. MIDDLEWARE
1- The services have different characteristics. Some need

large-size input data, some large-size output data. Some
services are computationally intensive, and some are
lightweight. Dynamic service placement methods have
to discriminate different services and take these charac-
teristics into account while deciding their placements,
particularly in multi-objective placement scenarios.

2- Collaborative service caching is an open research chal-
lenge. It requires establishing incentive mechanisms to
justify cooperation between third parties that own the
edge servers and may have conflicting interests regard-
ing monetising their cached services.

3- Most of our surveyed works model the service request
patterns as stochastic processes. However, in some
real-work scenarios, such as social events or disaster
recovery, the service requests patterns are bursty and
non-stochastic. Only a few works study such bursty user
requests on dynamic service placement methods.

4- The scalability service placement methods require fur-
ther study. The scalability has various dimensions,
including geographical distribution of edge servers,
number of services, diversity in QoS requirements, num-
ber of active users, computational complexities of place-
ment methods, and density of overlapping base stations
in a highly-populated area.

5- High availability of services in their dynamic placement
is a new trend of research and can be studied from
various points. The redundant placement increases ser-
vices’ robustness, making the system resilient to failure,
essential for safety-critical services. A healing mech-
anism is another area where quick failure detection
and recovery plays an essential role. Creating multiple
service instances enhances faster response to requests
and helps to balance request workload received from
different users at different locations.

6- The application services evolve in time to fix bugs and
cope with the changes in requirements. Besides, diverse
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versions of an application service can offer different QoS
tomeet the possible trade-offs.Most of the survey papers
did not consider different versions of an application
service.

7- Parallel processing of dynamic service placement meth-
ods is one of the research gaps that can address the
scalability issues. The design of such parallel algorithms
can benefit from various multi-core and GPU-based
platforms.

8- Integrating hybrid clouds (multi-cloud) with the MEC
environment is another open issue. While most of the
reviewed research assumes a single cloud data centre,
application services can be supported by different cloud
infrastructures in a real-world scenario. A collaboration
between these infrastructures and the MEC environment
introduces challenges for service caching, resource allo-
cations, and service request forwarding.

C. APPLICATION
1- In the reviewed literature, partial caching of applica-

tion services has not received much attention. Appli-
cation services can be fully or partially cached in an
edge server. In partial caching, some parts of the appli-
cation, such as specific components or functions that
require data-intensive inputs, are cached, while the rest
of the application, which is computationally intensive
and requires less data exchange, remains in the cloud.
Most of the MEC dynamic service placement methods
use full caching. For instance, only the most requested
language is cached in a translation service.

2- The dependency between services of an application is
studied in a few dynamic service placement research.
While service function chaining is well-explored in
static placement methods, considering complex depen-
dency graphs of service dependencies in a microser-
vice architecture is an open challenge for dynamic
placement.

D. SECURITY/PRIVACY/TRUST
1- 5G security is even more critical and a top concern

for edge and network operators. A provider’s MEC
network needs to inter-network with an enterprise net-
work to integrate 5G communication capabilities and
edge services into enterprise systems. In current imple-
mentations, edge routers are utilised for communicat-
ing with enterprise networks. Network security is a
significant concern for both enterprise networks and
service providers. A confidential computing and net-
working security solution is required to ensure high
privacy and security. In reference to edge caching, the
usual strategies are distributed and vulnerable to poten-
tial attacks, such as DoS or rogue edge attacks. Caching
nodes under attack may shut the service to users or
push undesired services. The malicious or compromised
devices can also transmit the undesired services via D2D
communications. The lack of focus on security is a

worrying concern and should be evaluatedmore in future
papers.

2- In centralised service placement methods, edge servers
have to update the central orchestrator with sys-
tem information containing user information, service
demands, and preferences that increase the vulnerabil-
ity of privacy-sensitive data. While distributed/federated
learning methods are less exposed, it is an open research
question that should be considered in future approaches
to ensure that user data is protected under GDPR.

3- Trust has an essential role in MEC environments.
On the one hand, the MEC environment is a multi-
vendor ecosystemwhere various administrative domains
(e.g., service providers, infrastructure providers, net-
work operators, edge operators) manage different net-
work elements (e.g., base stations, edge servers, access
points). On the other hand, these network elements
host application service, and the user requested services
are forwarded across this environment and executed on
these network elements. It brings up the need to estab-
lish an integrated trust mechanism among the network
elements and, in a broader picture, among third parties
that manage base stations and edge servers.

4- Dynamic service placement methods can benefit from
Blockchain technology. It can be used as a dis-
tributed trust mechanism between various stakeholders
in dynamic service placement. Besides, smart contracts
can enhance service automation, regulate the interac-
tions between the cached services, and support the mon-
etary aspects of service usages.

E. EVALUATION
1- Most of the approaches have been evaluated against

generic edge services or heterogeneous applications.
This is good as it allows the approach to be used in
several different environments. However, given the lack
of approaches that have focused on specific applications,
such as drones, UAV, AR/VR, autonomous vehicles,
there is an open research question of developing a spe-
cific service placement approach to handle the specific
requirements of that application. When analysing the
papers, we focus on evaluating the dynamic service
placement approach and not on the introductory text.
Many papers introduce the application type at the start
of the paper, but ordinary generic services are used when
the approach is evaluated.

2- There is no consensus on standardised evaluation met-
rics that can evaluate the performance of proposed
dynamic service deployment techniques. A significant
number of works introduced their customised cost met-
rics. Besides, the research does not use standard defini-
tions for more popular metrics such as latency.

3- In the real world, the infrastructure has properties
such as large-scale, geographical distribution, and het-
erogeneity of edge computational nodes, making the
dynamic service placement a challenging issue in such a
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scenario. Although it is common to evaluate proposed
work via simulations, existing simulation frameworks
have significant gaps in their capability to model mobil-
ity, scalability, complexity, and specific requirements of
edge computing scenarios.

X. SUMMARY
The traditional cloud computing paradigm faces several lim-
itations, including network delays and possible congestion in
the backhaul network. The limitations motivate researchers
toward decentralised paradigms in processing application
services. The placement of these application services plays
an essential role in fulfilling QoS requirements and overall
system performance. This work investigated the dynamic
service placement problem in a MEC environment, follow-
ing systematic literature review guidelines as a research
method. We described the dynamic service placement prob-
lem, explored its comprising sub-problems, and outlined the
key challenges. Then, we reviewed the research from differ-
ent viewpoints. First, we explored different network archi-
tectures and the critical role of networking technologies in
dynamic service placement. Second, we reviewed the litera-
ture from a middleware viewpoint, introducing the research
directions, devising the taxonomy design objectives, and the
taxonomy of solutions for dynamic service placement. Then,
we surveyed the works from an application layer perspective
and discussed several application scenarios that can benefit
from dynamic service placement. Additionally, we surveyed
the literature based on their evaluation metrics, evaluation
environments, and the real-world data they have utilised.
Finally, we presented a list of open research challenges that
should be addressed in future work.
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